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( O W estin ‘house aa Then came Jill. Pretty, intelli- 

L 2 9 es gent, warmhearted Jill. Jack had 
= * met Jill at the drinking fountain 

Y Oun’? VI an ! A modern fable with ~ in the Utility Group Water Prov- 
S u @ technical overtones. = id ‘GF ince Department. 

- “ » Jill was an engineer with West- 
* inghouse (Editor's Note: Women 

Once upon a time ssi si are welcome at Westinghouse, an 45238 hhere'we ee ls ual UHI = % oe Te 2S there was a young sen- 4 2 equal opportunity employer). 
fa BA °/ 5 sey lor in college named a Cs Although the work became more 

“ey, x \\ \} es) Jack who couldn t de- os - and more difficult and the hours 
may eS . fe 7 \ext\ cide about his future. “ re longer, Jack with Jill at his side 
ja = ? hewn He wanted to do _ | persevered. 
iM k= a EJ something worthwhile — Then came an assignment to join 
| cass aN jets] after graduation ” a team of Westinghouse engineers 
\ si pp iy But there were so and scientists. The team was being sent to an underdevel- 
OS / SI58e, 7] many things to do, it oped nation in.a faraway land to help rebuild a large 
s SAP. \ SS, g was hard to decide. He coastal city. 

FP eo %Y could go on to gradu- Jack and Jill’s assignment: Help build a power plant 
a ate school, or join the that would use nuclear fucl. (Nuclear fucl lasts longer 

——— cia, or volunteer for than coal or oil. And it’s cleaner.) Energy from the nuclear 
social welfare service, or participate in a protest movement plant was used to change salt water from the nearby sea 
...or he could enter the business world. into fresh water that the poor people of this country could 

Many of Jack’s friends va use as drinking water, 
urged him to steer clear of Lon : Working late one evening on the job site, Jack caught 
big industry. ‘a, Aveschthose) someone in the act of sabotaging een 

“There are no challenges | Young | the construction of an extra-high- ra > 
in air-conditioned offices,” | é Mar Ag voltage distribution system. This #7 
they warned. system would bring power from the / 

And it was a challenge _ _ nuclear plant hundreds of miles f 

Jack wanted — the kind of " Say into the inland areas of the country. 
challenge his forefathers ANTLPROTEST ea After a dramatic chase through { 
faced on the frontiers. cores, Se, the winding streets of the city, a 
Vhen he met a Mr. ea chase in which the international 

Greeley eee police and cra participated, Jack captured the subver- 
Mr. Greeley recruited col- sive agent. A grateful nation presented him with its high- 

lege students for Westinghouse Electric Corporation. He est award. 
was a kindly man to whom Jack Finally, the project was completed. [twas hard work but 

= = opened his heart. it was good work. Thanks to the Westinghouse team, mil- 
ere Mr. Greeley described to Jack the lions of people would live better. 

|. = exciting things being done by West- The citizens of the country were grateful. They wanted 
we  _ inghouse all over the world. * Jack was oe Jack and Jill and the others to stay | 

oe a se ——sfascinated and asked many searching p ... offered them more than their 
ae ‘ B questions about the world’s 21st a Ed present salaries as an inducement 

largest corporation. At the end of an - == ... but Westinghouse fringe bene- 
hour, Mr. Greeley advised Jack: 2 fits more than offset this offer. 

“Go Westinghouse, Young Man.” 2S At the airport, where a sad but 
Jack did = affectionate crowd of citizens 

The first few weeks were difficult. pa gathered to see them off, Jack 
‘Phere was so much to learn. -— F turned to Jill and asked: 

Jack was to discover that at Westinghouse, learning was S| “Will you marry me?” 
aawway of lifes that a career with Westinghouse was one es Jill smiled and said: “TI will if 
long process of education and re-education. 3 you promise to let me join you on 

Later Jack was permitted to decide which of six big W7 other equally important turnkey 
groups he would like to join. ** Pe iy projects that Westinghouse is co- 
Jack selected the Westinghouse fs Ray ¥ oh ordinating in some of the major 
Elecuric Utility Group. MP eae S. ae ~» cities in the United States.” 

With the Electric Utility d "as AGAR ES en i ~ Jack promised, and they lived 
Group Jack learned aboutwater a ORES S Fr happily ever after. 
processing, about power genera- aoe eq Moral: Awaiting you at Westing- 
tion, about underground dis- BREE TY en Chey) house are challenges, hard work, build- 
tribution, and many other —~%& i) ° we ing block education, adventure, some travel and, yes, even romance. 
things. Jack had not realized Sp. ey 
how important to the survival >, 
of modern man is the world of t 
electric utilities. You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse 

[twas hard work, Sometimes after a particularly tying — 
day Jack would get discouraged. Phen he'd remember the 
warnings of his friends, back at college. And he'd wonder For further information, please contact: L. H. Noggle 
whether he had done the right thing. Westinghouse Educational Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221. 
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a tae _|¥ Want to add more depth to your career? 

4 ve . Depth comes naturally at Douglas. It comes from 

- La ij working in our extensive and exceptional Southern 

ae wr California facilities, where there are many 

on, independent research and development programs 

“ ( y “ | " To, underway. It comes from nearby colleges 

2 Py : and universities, where you can study for 

SY Et. & | §f advanced degrees. And it comes from the 
— .. t+.) Ff ft 5 ‘ ; a | a CL § challenge of engineering design problems 

1 | Vibe CUT LE . . . . 
1 rf tC Tt that will fascinate the most creative m 

a . a\fe tt Interested? Please send your resume 

ws tC to Mr. L. P. Kilgore, Corporate Offices, 

| Box 661-X, Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc., 
rc 

he ly Santa Monica, California. DOUGLAS 
” Sy] tf) ee An equal opportunity employer 
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: e dS RCA Engineering and Science at 

AVCS for NIMBUS and TIROS Each set of three pictures then formed this position the satellite will be like 

a rectangular presentation of the earth a wheel rolling in the orbit path. Thus, 

NIMBUS—the research and devel- about 1300 miles across (east to west) AVCS continues to contribute to this 

opment spacecraft in the weather and 400 miles along (south to north) nation’s progress toward improved 

satellite program of the National the orbit path. weather analysis and forecasting. | 

Aeronautics a a inistra- r r wos 

jue os oe el vane During each orbital path over the sun- Reference: Max H. Mesner ‘‘Television 

Camera Subsystem (AVCS) which lit side of the earth, the Nimbus AVCS in Space”’—Electronics Vol. 38 No. 10, p. 

. HE UOsy Fen 2 3 took a total of 32 of these composite 80-90, May 17, 1965 
represented a significant advance in . z : . 

space television cameras: pictures. This set of pictures provided | mM. Tepper and D. S. Johnson “Toward 
complete pole-to-pole meteorological Operational Weather Satellite Systems” 

This AVCS, designed and built by coverage of the 1300-mile wide swath, —Astronautics and Aeronautics, Vol. 3 

RCA for the NASA Goddard Space with the rotation of the earth causing No. 6, p. 16-26, 1965. 

Flight Center, comprised three sepa- the swath to move to an adjacent, . . 

rate one-inch vidicon camera tubes, overlapping area during the next orbit. This: is only one of the vecent achleve- 
each with a lens and _ electronics In this way, complete earth coverage ments swiehi are indleative: of the grest 

assembly. The cameras provided a was obtained each day. range of nae ei cnulneering ond “be 
‘cture resoluti 7 fa ence at . To learn more about the 

Let rk pereenmraenner BOD, Annee The AVCS TV system was used on the many scientific challenges awaiting bach- 

ne. half mile for 2 500 “ke altit ‘ second NIMBUS satellite also, and, elor and advanced degree candidates in 

one-half mile for a 500-mile altitude. | iy addition, with a slightly different | EE, ME, IE, ChE, Physics or Mathematics, 
The dynamic range of AVCS was 0.4 . 

: ne configuration, on the TIROS Opera- write: College Relations, Radio Corpora- 
to 0.004 foot-candle-seconds exclusive tional System (TOS) satellites ti F:Awieriea) Ch Hill, New J 

of an automatic iris control which y 2 ‘ Lon O-AmOriee, SASH Y FAN, NENT YSESS 

could vary the light to the faceplate The RCA TOS satellites are designed An Equal 
over a range of a factor of 16. The to provide similar full global weather Opportunity Employer 

center camera looked straight down coverage every day from a sun-syn- 
at the earth and the right and left chronous, near-polar orbit. Each sat- The Most Trusted Name 

cameras were canted to look 35-de- ellite will be oriented with its spin axis in Electronics 
grees away from the vertical axis. perpendicular to the orbit plane. In ® 
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Dont ask us 
where the opportunities are... oF 

just check where you want to work : 
This year Monsanto will have well over 1,000 professional openings for engineers, scientists 
and college graduates of all degree levels. That means the chances are excellent you can geta ‘ 
job you'll like in a location you want. As the map above shows, Monsanto Company has many 
good jobs available all over the country. 

Find out about the many career opportunities available at Monsanto, one of the largest and 
fastest-growing chemical companies in the world. Our products range from plasticizers to farm | 
chemicals; from nuclear sources to chemical fibers (Chemstrand Division). We even make elec- 
tronic instruments. And we’re growing. Sales have quadrupled in 10 years. Make an appointment _ : 
at your placement office to talk to the Man from Monsanto. Or write: Monsanto Company, Pro- 5 
fessional Recruiting, St. Louis, Missouri 63166. 

| NSTC An equal opportunity employer - 
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| FROM THE Po eS 

== |OTHER SIDE _ & NS . 
Ee cs ad, Hes ap " ‘ 

im x La a 

As you may or may not have noticed, this year’s i on _ oe ON aa 

editor is a girl—namely me. That’s why these com- / >< me. aoe 

ments are “from the other side”. It’s unfortunate that i G ae Pol 

the other side isn’t very big as yet, but the odds are Pi gs ( 

nice. fo] 5 

This year, the staff and I have a lot of great new *, A : s 

ideas. We're expanding, revising, eliminating, and _ OSs 

generally acquiring a new look which we hope you'll ‘ | 
like. In brief, our “Miss Engineer” has become a regu- 4 poneen 

lar feature, along with “Wisconsin’s Album, Alumni Cf 8 l 

and Campus News, the Fall Interview Schedule, a p wit, a. , : — ee 

double-size joke page, and much more, a i a (i a 

Not only is the magazine improving and enlarging, or: i . a no WY , 

so is the staff! We have a new feature writer, a cam- ~ ae E gre a 

pus news man, a fraternity news man, a production 2 OW. ‘ = 
& To az pe 

man, and two new photographers. (The candid shots ay a ae 
at oe  & Si ae ea 

on the right are those photographers practicing.) Our a _ 2 f ry re ly. 

business staff has grown with two new members too, 28 ee se 7 Ne gt 
> . . . . | Vo Po Se 

so we're expecting big things in that area. 2a he pb / eI 

Another big change this year are our shiny new a ’ 6 yo Pepe: + 

red circulation boxes which you'll find all over the 5 a ae 
— 2 oe 1 4 

engineering campus. Now everyone will be able to : eo 5 fet 

deposit their nominal fee and enjoy the Wisconsin 1G ei ; 

Engineer. 7 d a 

The feature story this month deserves special no- Ge = 

tice, since the artificial heart, and in fact the whole > ate NY ; 

bio-medical field, is a project near to the hearts of 29 hk I <a _ 7 

Wisconsin’s engineers. Professor Ronald L. Daggett, . 3] ae AW ; “Wileing 

of the Mechanical Engineering department, and Dr. ae A rg j a / 

Vincent L. Gott, formerly of Wisconsin and now head “ae se fe ie 

of Cardiovascular research at John’s Hopkins, have ee eh ma 

done extensive work to develop the use of plastics in ce nad ~ ey {NE 

the medical field. In conjunction with this work, they  @ a Rn = ‘4 ’ 

devised a heart valve of the leaflet type mentioned in ee i y an po say 

our feature. This valve is used to replace both the \ ae IN ) 

aortic and mitral valves of the human heart, and is i} : f\ td 
being manufactured for researchers all over the coun- es | *: P— | 

try. Watch for the coming feature, “Wisconsin Goes Ms | ame 

Bio-Medical”. a y a he 

a ee 

' at 
pi. VN 
See 

2 wie | 
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hd FROM THE 
an DEAN’S DESK 

I am pleased to have this opportunity to extend a warm and sincere 
welcome to the campus and to the College of Engineering to a large and able 
group of new students and also to welcome back all returning students. 
I hope that the close and friendly cooperation between students, faculty, and 
administration that has developed over the years will continue to contribute 
to the growth and effectiveness of our programs. 

To insure the maintenance of communications requires positive action 
on the part of all students. Get to know your instructors and_ professors. 
They will welcome you in their offices and laboratories, and will be glad to 
discuss your problems and your objectives. Also, join the professional 
society in your special field of interest, attend the meetings, and 
participate in the programs. Each society elects representatives to Polygon, 
the student governing group for the College of Engineering. Through 
Polygon, you have a direct and easily accessible channel for the coordination 
of student activities and for discussion of all matters affecting the student 
body with faculty and with the administration. The continued effectiveness of 
Polygon, however, depends upon your participation and your support. 

We are looking forward to a year full of challenges and exciting devel- 
opments. Many of you know that Polygon is again planning an Engineering 
Exposition to be held next April. The outstanding successes of previous 
expositions stand as a challenge to all of you to make the 1967 show a note- 
worthy production. Thousands of high school students, and additional thou- 
sands of adults from the campus, the city and the State look forward to this 
event and appreciate the opportunity to learn about the many new devel- 
opments in engineering science and technology. Start to plan now as 
individuals and in your professional societies to support this college-wide 
student undertaking. 

Plans for our new Engineering Research Building are progressing on 
schedule. This facility will provide much needed space for our rapidly 
expanding research programs in all fields of engineering. It is planned as a 
14-story structure to be erected immediately east of the present Mechanical 
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Engineering Building, at a cost of over 5,600,000 dollars. Preliminary plans 
have been approved, working plans are nearing completion, and we hope 
to break ground in the spring. One of the new programs to be housed in this 
building is the Instrumentation Systems Center which will serve the needs 
of the entire University for research, development, and servicing of all types 
of instruments and instrumentation systems. Dr. Norman E. Huston, who came 
to us from the Atomics International Division of North American Aviation is 
directing this development and the project is temporarily housed on the 
ground floor of the Princeton House until the new bulding is ready for 
occupancy. 

On the agenda for 1967-69 are three projects of direct interest to all 
engineers on the campus. Included in the recommendations to the Legislature 
are completion of the New Engineering Building through construction of 
the center portion of the building (Unit No. 4), construction of a West Side 
Union, and construction of a major Physical Sciences and Engineering 
Library. The latter two are planned for the block immediately east of the 
New Engineering Building. Dean Ratner is chairman of the building commit- 
tee for Unit 4 of the Engineering Building, Prof. Higgins of the Electrical 
Engineering Department heads the planning group for the Library, and 
Prof. P. S. Myers of the Mechanical Engineering Department is chairman 
of the West Side Union Building Committee. 

Plans also call for a major ramp parking structure to accommodate about 
600 cars to be built adjacent to Breese Terrace and north of the Stadium. 

Reports from our Placement office, under the direction of Prof. Marks, 
indicate that the demand for graduates in all fields of engineering and at 
all degree levels continues to increase. This means that the demand for 
qualified engineers will again far outstrip the supply. It is also of interest to 
note that summer job opportunities that combine excellent experience with 
highly satisfactory remuneration also are increasing. The Polygon Committee, 
working with Prof. Marks, has been effective in this area, and industry is 
recognizing the mutual benefits to be gained in a strong, 
coordinated summer employment program. 

A number of changes have been made in the College administration as 
a result of the retirement of Dean Shiels and the shift of Dean Davidson 
from our campus to the chairmanship of the Civil Engineering Department at 
Washington State University. Assistant Dean Frederick O. Leidel is in 
charge of all freshmen and freshman programs; Assistant Dean Robert A. 
Ratner is in charge of general operations and fiscal control; Assistant Dean John 
L. Asmuth is responsible for student affairs; and Associate Dean W. R. 
Marshall continues his responsibilities for the Engineering Experiment Station 
and graduate studies. All of us are here to assist you and members of the 
faculty in every way possible. Do not hesitate to call upon us. 

As you begin a new year of studies I wish for each of you every possible 
success and I trust that you will make it a year of satisfying and substantial 
accomplishment. 

Dean of the College of Engineering 
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; ial ab Colli what’s so special about Collins? 

Unusual career opportunities? Fringe benefits? Which leads to another speciality: state-of-the-art 

Tdeal locations? Exciting work? Advancement poten- communication systems. Collins’ record of “firsts” 

tial? over the years is an enviable one: single sideband 

Well, almost every industrial concern can offer development, space communication systems, air- 

those. craft all-weather landing systems, high-speed data 

We can show you dozens of photographs of ca- communication and message switching networks— 

reer people working at Collins, using the finest to name a few. 

facilities and tools available. But that isn’t the whole We suggest you contact Collins’ representative 

Collins story. when he’s on campus. And contact your college 

You see, one of our biggest specialities is you. placement officer for details. 

Your speciality is special at Collins. Every major The rest of the Collins story? We frankly can’t tell 

engineering breakthrough at Collins can be traced you at this moment. 

to an individual specialist or team of specialists. You'll be writing it. 

COMMUNICATION / COMPUTATION / CONTROL 

(ESN 
COLLINS 

WZ 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY / DALLAS, TEXAS * CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA * NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA * TORONTO, ONTARIO 

Bangkok « Beirut * Frankfurt * Hong Kong * Kuala Lumpur * Los Angeles * London * Melbourne * Mexico City » New York « Paris * Rome * Washington * Wellington 
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Feo 0 

ign te huis elds fast, a FIELD ENGINEERING ENGINEERING WRITING 
ime g i ervice EE ee 

Support Division. The Field Engineer's job ranges Specialists in printed communica- 
If you are seeking a stimulating from complete contractor mainte- tions convert complex engineering 

assignment where you can get inon nance of electronic systems to tech-_ data into simple, accurate, illus- 
the ground floor of the rapidly-ex- nical assistance. His primary func- trated support publications, includ- 
panding aerospace/electronics field, tion is to help the customer become ing technical manuals, orders, bro- 

capitalize immediately on your back- self-sufficient. Responsibilities in- chures, sales proposals, etc. Fields 
ground and training, and progress clude: providing maintenance, oper- of interest include: digital comput- 

quickly toward your ‘career goals — ational and technical assistance; for- ers, digital and voice communica- 
Hughes Field Service & Support mal and informal on-the-job training; tions systems... and many others. 
Division in Southern California will !0gistic assistance and the investi- Requires a B.S. degree in E.E. or 
welcome your inquiry. gation and solution of equipment Physics. 

Ss f field f problems experienced in the field. 
Fat oat i I — current fields of Domestic and overseas field assign- 
UMELESE INCINGe: ments are available. Requirements CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 

DESIGN ENGINEERING include: B.S. degree in E.E. or Phys- 
—_-—+_————__ ies and experience with military fire 

Openings exist for Electrical and control, radar or communications October 31 
Mechanical Design Engineers in the systems. 

development of Trainers & Simula- © ©§ 2 ___________ For additional information on the 
tors and in the design of checkout TECHNICAL TRAINING career opportunities available at 

an oe See) Ei missile Hughes Technical Training pre- Hughes Aircraft Company—and to 
sponsible easter re wie rotor pares both civilian and military per- make arrangements for a personal 
aha oe cat enaeas as h desian sonnel to efficiently operate and interview appointment with repre- 
areas sen anele circuit a “a | Maintain advanced electronic sys- = ped of our Le aoc ol 
logic, switch/rel g loai u feowreme tems. Technical Instructors conduct Pp eat Often « Me ite Se BP 

chanical acka ng infrared t i g, training classes atHughes California Ram eae H rahes! reais Com- 
: cal packaging, ared testing, sites and domestic field locations... ams 2g 
inertial guidance and Command/ d di | : pany, P.O. Box 90515, Los An- 

Control systems. Responsibilities °" Werke dikesdy With elistenicns fe geles, Calif. 90009. will includke all haseat ot davelo evolve special training devices, plan , 

ment from conce t to final fabriea. eld training programe anc prepare 
ti d fn BS. d i courses for use at customer bases. 

fon ined ne = ae oR egree 'S_ Requirements include: B.S. degree 
required. In EE. MLE. OF ehysics: in E.E. or Physics and experience in 

preparing and presenting technical 
electronics material in the classroom 
and laboratory. 

a e—=*eC 
E 

| HUGHES | 
USGES AERIER SERA 
FIELD SERVICE & SUPPORT DIV. 

An equal opportunity employer 
U.S. citizenship required 
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at AC Electronics... 
"s onl TUE eC VEL 

of the story. 

: — _ _ 

Want to help land men on the moon? Fine. We're build- pave your way. Our Tuition Plan pays your tuition 

ing the guidance/navigation system for the Apollo costs when you complete college-level courses. In 

and LEM spacecraft that will put them there. But that’s addition, you enjoy full General Motors benefits. 

only a sample of the challenging and rewarding If you are completing your B.S. or M.S. degree in 

career opportunities waiting for you at AC Electronics EE, ME, Math or Physics, we invite you to inquire about 

... specialists in research, development and produc- opportunities at any of our three locations: AC in 

tion of guidance, navigation and control systems for MILWAUKEE — our Main Research, Development and 

military, space and commercial applications. Manufacturing Facility; AC in BOSTON—our Research 

You'll work in research, design and development on and Development Laboratory specializing in Advanced 

such advanced projects as the new Self-Aligning Inertial Components and Avionics Navigation/Guid- | 

Boost and Reentry system for missiles (SABRE); ance Systems; AC in LOS ANGELES — our Research | 

Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL); a self-contained and Development Laboratory specializing in Advanced 

Navigation System for naval ships (SSCNS); Titan Airborne Computers and Ballistic Missile and Space 

III-C Space Booster; on avionics systems for super- Booster Guidance/Navigation Systems. 

sonic aircraft; and on a fire-control system for the new PhDs, please note: Positions are available in all 

Main Battle Tank, a joint U.S.-Federal Republic of three AC locations for PhDs, depending upon concen- 

Germany program, and advanced digital computer tration of study and area of interest. 

development. For further information, see your college placement 

Your opportunities for growth and advancement in office about a General Motors/AC on-campus inter- 

a career at AC are limited only by your own ability and view, or write directly to Mr. R. C. Schroeder, Director 

initiative. Our Career Acceleration Program covering of Scientific & Professional Employment, Dept. 5753, 

both technical and management preparation helps General Motors Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis. 53201. 

cae ac eLectaoncs tl] 
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4 i ONE HEART OR TWO? 

oo by Richard A. Schunck 

YL Through the ingenious efforts of engineers and doctors, an artificial heart 
ee sustained the life of a Texas woman this summer for ten days while her 

own heart healed its damaged muscles. Richard Schunck describes the 
“how” and “why” in his article, “One Heart or Two?” 

HE natural heart is a pump sent from the brain to a node in Valves 
"Tania by nerve impulses, the right atrium. This signal is The four valves in the natural 

maintaining a continuous flow rapidly transmitted to the left Aeaeh are gate-like flaps of tissue 
of blood within the body through atrium and then to the ventricles. which open and elocé wath. ‘the 
the circulatory system. The basic As the signal reaches each area, it aation of the VeHLAeles directing 
parts of the heart are shown in causes contraction of the muscular the flow of blood: All of the walves 
Figure 1. Blood distributes food heart wall. When simultaneously i] handle flow in one direction 
and oxygen to all parts of the contracted, the atria force blood only: that is, blood cannot flow out 
body. It also carries carbon diox- into the ventricles through the of * inlet valve or vice-versa, The 
ide from all parts of the body to inlet valves. Both the ventricles flow aitestions are shown in Fie- 
the lungs, where the carbon diox- simultaneously contract and force wes 1 an 8 
ide is replaced by oxygen. the blood out through the outlet ‘ 

The pumping cycle begins with valves. This completes the pump- ; . 
a nerve (electrical) signal being ing cycle. Arteries and Veins 

Arteries carry blood from the 
heart, and veins carry blood to 
the heart. Fresh, oxygenated blood 

SES E252 flows from the lungs through veins 
EG ESSE to the left atrium of | the heart. 
DOTS OI With pumping, this fresh blood 
SSCS leaves the left ventricle of the 

(Po © AND ARMS heart through an artery which di- 
a . vides to carry fresh blood to the 

SUPERIOR head and arms and to the trunk 
VENA CAVA PULMONARY and legs. Within the body parts, 

e& Af SeTERY blood is distributed through small 
FERS i TD Ss branch arteries into small capil- 
Ae | \ OVA . an DES lary networks. It is in these capil- 
fe \ i ff SY \ ff ae laries that the body cells remove 
C7 =F A GANS ESOR IN the oxygen by chemical means and 

brig Vd RYO eM Wogunt te give up their carbon dioxide into 
Paneeos I a) “UP ATRIUM col Say the de-oxygenated blood. The 
ca WES a WW Ea RS CR capillary network leads to small 
i he WO A a KK 1 | ea ” veins which in turn lead to larger 

bors rout WS TA fe \ Was: sl veins to carry the stale blood to 
que OT ATRIUM EL 1 SOA | OS ori “4 , Ra \ Lt OOM PSeea (9 the right atrium of the heart. 
WSS 7 UN y ks lt ESI Pumping forces this blood through 

SA U4 TEN s fa od ZA p the heart’s right ventricle and out 
RIGHT LUNG if ~ AAG j LEFT LUNG into an artery which divides to 

yf ‘ ke See || AULMONARY VEINY carry blood to each lung. After the 

fF opight Ne A ; stale blood is oxygenated it is re- 
INFERIOR FT) VENTRICLE VENTRICLE turned to the left atrium, and the 

| VENA CAVA | cycle begins again. It should be 
| ‘ } remembered that the heart’s nor- 

INTERNAL ORGANS mal cycle causes the left and right 
Noa weser : ventricles to pump simultaneously 
NEESER] and both atria to fill and empty 
SESE OY Sz) together. UGE IGIEO g 
CQSGSSGP The design requirements in- 

LEGS SSeEe? volved in creating an artificial 
— —Courtesy Scientific American heart which will fulfill the func- 

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM of a human being and its relation to the heart is outlined. tions of the natural heart regularly 
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and for long periods of time are | 
numerous. preempt 

Design Requirements 

The design of an artificial heart > 0 
involves engineering solutions to es er" 
a wide variety of difficult require- 5 a 
ments imposed upon the design. z er 
These requirements are both = aon 
operational and environmental. ee p | of 

Operational Requirements & y a 

The operational parameters of Ss coer 
the natural heart are mechanical, z a 
neural, electrical, and chemical. To i oe” 

date, these parameters are not fully er of 
understood. However, study has 
revealed some of the requirements 
imposed on the operation of an 2 a 
artificial human heart. These re- =§ 0 6 ie 
quirements can be divided into ATRIAL PRESSURE (CENTIMETERS OF WATER) 
the five following categories: Courtesy Scientific American 

1. Pumping action STARLING’S LAW that the output of each ventricle depends on the amount of blood 
2, Flow capacity Pushed into it from its atrium applies, as this graph shows, to artificial as well as real 
: ) hearts. The curve reveals an almost linear relation between blood flow (in liters per min- 
3. Power ule on the vertical axis) and atrial pressure (in centimeters of water on horizontal axis). 
t. Control It is based on data for flow from ventricle of an air-driven artificial heart tested in mock 
5. Reliability siesulation: 

Pumping Action handle between 60 and 120 beats put. The cardiac output and pulse 
‘The pumping action of an arti. Per minute. This pulse limits the requirements of the heart vary 

ficial heart must match that of the volume of blood pumped by the according to the human life situa- 
‘idteral heart. because: it will be heart in a given time. Depending tion. Thus, an artificial heart must 
placed in a system that is accus- 07 human activity, the artificial have a contro] system associated 
tomed to the natural hears pump- heart must be able to pump with it to change its output and 
ing action. One of the major approximately 1.25 and 9.80 gal- pulse when required by neural 
requirements is that the artificial lons per minute. The blood flow stimulus. Since failure to respond 
heart, like the natural heart, pro- rate is known as the cardiac out- to the neural stimuli would often 
duce a pulsating flow, as opposed put. Cardiac output is the re- mean death, the artificial heart 
to a steady flow. Secondly, the searcher’s basic measure of the must be reliable. 

atria and ventricles have specific heart's performance. The atrial Reliabilit: 
pumping functions. Although the PYEssures and cardiac output are 2 . 
atria do not have to contract, they related in a linear manner—the An artificial heart must pump 
should be collapsible to prevent higher the atrial pressure, the approximately 2 gal. per minute 
a vacuum from developing when greater the cardiac output. To and beat 2-to-3 billion times in a , 
blood flows from the atria into the maintain proper pulse and ca- lifetime. Although a lifetime is 

ventricles. The ventricles must also pacity, the artificial heart needs a longer than the use of most arti- 

be collapsible and pump blood in S0UTCS of power. ficial hearts, the ultimate goal is 
varying amounts to avoid blood poor to make one that will last this long. 
accumulation and excessive stress : Unforeseen failures would result in 
on the circulatory system. The The average power requirement frequent repair operations and pos- 
artificial heart must also maintain is 8 wa depending be bihian sibly death. 
the pressure which the circula- activity. This power must be sup- : i 
is awalem is accustomed to. plied for every beat of the heart Hiasicormental ayeleeniants 
Researchers have shown the pres- without fail. The power, pumping An artificial heart must work in- 
sures to be from —.40 to .65 in. action, and flow capacity are inter- side the human body, as a part 
mercury at the atria inputs, .80 and related parameters in a control of the circulatory system. Envi- 

3.20 in. mercury at the right ven- system. ronmental requirements can be 
tricle output, and 4.70 and 7.10 Control divided into the following three 
in. mercury at the left ventricle vontro! categories: 
output. The natural heart is controlled 1, The blood 
Flow Capmeig by the | brain through the use of 2. The circulatory system 

! electrical and neural signals. The 3. The human body 
The best beat rate, or pulse, and signals induce contraction, and the 

the amount of blood flow are re- strength and frequency of the con- Blood is a fluid containing vari- 
lated to the heart capacity. The traction controls the pulse, which — ous types of cells in suspension. 
circulatory system is designed to in turn controls the cardiac out- To avoid harming the cells, the 
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pumping action must involve gen- and forces must be maintained. tissue. To date, the material com- 
tle forces, minimal squeezing ac- The physical connection to the ing closest to fulfilling these re- 
tion, and little turbulence. body must conform to the loca- quirements is Silastic. Silastic is a 

Since the artificial heart must tions of veins and arteries. form of silicone rubber manufac- 

become the major part of the circu- The human body itself limits the tured by the Dow-Corning Corp. 
latory system already existent in artificial heart. First, it must fit But this material has only a five 
the body, familiar pressures, flows, into the chest cavity. Secondly, at or six year life under continuous 

all points where contact is made operation, and the search for a 
‘ between artificial and living  tis- better material goes on. 

sues compatibility must exist. Be- 
cause living tissues tend to reject Valves 
non-living tissues, designers must ‘ ‘ 
use materials which the living tis- Four valves direct the flow of 

- ‘ blood in and out of the artificia sues will accept. blood : d out of th tificial 
heart. Each valve flows in one 

Components of an Artificial Heart direction, and blocks blood flow 
. in the opposite direction. Three 

The major components of the types of valves are used in arti- 
om present artificial hearts are the ficial hearts: the leaf valve, the 

ventricles, valves, and housing. ball-in-cage valve, and the tear- 

} Ventricles drop valve. . 
The leaf valve simulates the 

| Many methods of ventricular natural heart valve. It consists of 
contraction have been studied, but three overlapping flaps which 
the most promising is an elastic allow blood to flow, when they are 

THE LEAF VALVE sac controlled by external pressure. forced open by the blood pressure. 
Figure 2 shows simplified sketches Various types of rubber have been 
of two basic types. used as the flap material, but mate- 

The elastic diaphragm forces rial problems still exist. Rubber 
the blood out when air pressure can cause blood clotting (thicken- 
is applied to one side of it. The ing) under certain conditions, and 
diaphragm’s operation is simple, it also fatigues readily once it be- 
but its life is short. The elastic sac | comes infiltrated with substances 
expels blood by the same theory, from the blood and begins to 
but it tends to increase the life of stiffen. 

h the elastic material by reducing The ball-in-cage valve, most 
high pressure spots. commonly used, consists of a Silas- 

t The major problem in design- tic ball surrounded by a _ highly 
FLOW ing ventricles is finding the right polished metal cage. The ball rises 

material for the sac or diaphragm. when the blood pushes on it, 
The elastic material must be allowing the blood to pass. This 
strong, flexible, resistant to attack valve will take wear and tear, and 
by body fluids and substances, and is reliable. In improving the valve, 

THE TEARDROP VALVE compatible with blood and body attempts to minimize the ball 

N N 
N N FLOW FLOW 

SY ‘Sy 
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THE BALL-IN-CAGE ~ 
Two basic ventricle designs. 
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Courtesy Scientific American 

ANTISUCTION BALLOON prevents harm to blood vessels caused expelled as chamber fills with air from tube at top right right. Normal 
by excessive suction when there is insufficient blood pressure to fill diastole is depicted in center. Ventricle is entirely filled with blood 
the ventricle of an artificial heart. Artificial heart equipped with from atrium at top left. When venous blood pressure is inadequate 
balloon is shown in cross section during three phases. Normal during diastole (as in cross section at right), the balloon is sucked 
systole is depicted at left. Ventricle is compressed and blood is inward, preventing the creation of a vacuum inside the chamber. 

travel led to the development of majority of hearts fall into four This creates problems of human 
the teardrop valve. categories, the air-driven heart, the immobility, possible failure of the 

A teardrop valve provides electrical heart, the electromag- outside power source, and non- 
greater flow with less travel. Silas- netic heart, and the nuclear heart. compatibility and irritation caused 

tic is used for the teardrop, which by the tubes running into the bod: v a y g y 
seats against a stainless steel hous- Air-Driven through living tissue. Despite these 

ing. Blood flows when the tear- The air-drive: cart te the . difficulties, the air-driven heart is BIO. \ : fed The air-driven heart is the most aut | 

trop is Forced from 6 a ce popular today. An air compressor, a payee of the existing 
CSS steel retaining feet aic he located outside the body, forces artificial hearts. 

seating of the teardrop and _pre- the air through small plastic tubes Electrical 
vent excessive teardrop travel. into the body and to the heart, “tectrica | 

Droge where the pressure controls the The electrical heart uses a small Housing P . . : 
The] : Py tificaad Heay pumping cycle. Figure 5 shows an electric motor to drive a mechani- 

Phe 1OUSINE, : an Het fos wear air-driven heart that was devel- cal pump. Extensive work has 

must contain te atria, How pas- oped for use in a calf. It is similar been done to develop an electrical 

— me on i Foi mn to those planned for human use. power source for the motor. Both 
yut, as well as the valves and ven- . os _ atteries ¢ i t cles Housings are ensrentls The air-driven heart has a rigid batteries and the human body it- : 

either Silastic cuftaned with Da- housing with non-collapsible atria, self are under consideration. 

aren iieshi SE polyurethane 4 ther: sac-type ventricles and either ball- Batteries may power an electri- 

mowetting ; plastic. A smooth: sur: in-cage or teardrop valves. Pump- cal heart from either inside or out- 

bce is saith from growth formation ing begins when the air pressure side of the body. They are porta- 

only where the blood flows rapidly compresses both elastic ventricles ble and capable of supplying suffi- 

over it Therefore all: flow pas- simultaneously. The pressure built cient power, but they must be 
sits in the Housine are “micro. UP in the circulatory system forces _ periodically replaced, and _ their 

aan” te prevent such growths blood into the atria. Pressure on life cannot be accurately predicted. 
But major problems involved the ventricles is then removed, and Two approaches have been 

in housing design are those of they are allowed to fill, complet- developed for securing electrical 

physical size, compatibility with ing the pumping cycle. A vacuum, energy from the human body. 
living tissue at the physical con- may be supplied to the ventricles Mechanical motion within the 

nections to the circulatory system, to aid the filling. body may be converted to elec- 
and a power source. . The air-driven heart has the tricity through the use of a piezo- 

a. advantage of being relatively electric crystal, or transducer, but 
Types of Artificial Hearts small, cool operating, and power- coupling the transducer to the mo- 

Artificial hearts are often classi- ful; but, it must depend on a__ tion is difficult. Another possibility 
fied by their power source. The power source outside the body. is a fuel cell operating within the 
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body, using the waste gases of | amount of equipment must be in- several ways. One method uses 
some bacteria in the body in stalled within the body. the motor as a pendulum (Fig- 
chemical reactions that generate Once a power source is found, ure 6). As the shaft turns, the 
electricity. However, a large the electric motor can be used in lever arm forces it to swing back 

RE and forth about the swivel point. 
| . alternately compressing the ven- 

ey KD CS tricles. In another heart, a roller 
” “= — | powered by an electric motor 

cy Ke FY aos es passes over the sac ventricle and 
J I flattens it, forcing the blood out. 

a et NON J LJ L . Excessive heat is a major draw- 

A) yre S 1 V eS, back, and the most feasible place 
fo MON RACK y AS aX | to deposit this heat is the blood 
oe Sa (\/ 4 Le | stream, but any appreciable heat- 
ig —) * 3 \\ 4 = ger ; ing of the blood destroys or alters 
| i | y : q a pe aN | its contents. 

i # | y ‘ > _ © ae | Ek | Electromagnetic 

Hi . AS a { ss (ae S i | The energy source of an electro- 
i ep ae A : CWS > | magnetic heart is outside the 

ue ' Me a CF, ) € Pe jj | body. The electromagnetic energy 
» i \ ek N “oN Y is converted to electrical energy in 
Gro SX 3 rs | |e see J three ways. 

ee ! AX corn a we : The first way (Figure 7) uses 
ENOID ee i an external electrical source. An 

DIAPHRAGM ! electrical signal activates electro- 
Courtesy Scientific American magnets within the heart which 

EARLY ARTIFICIAL HEART has pumping units run by electromagnetic power (section at left). push against the blood-filled ven- 
Current in the solenoid (coil around cylinder) pushes diaphragm inward. Pressure trans- tricles, and the blood is forced out. 
ferred by hydraulic fluid forces ventricle sacs to contract and expel blood through tubes This heart las the. desired simul- 
at top. Five solenoid pistons are coordinated (section at right) to exert equal pressure. . : 

taneous ventricle pumping and 
relatively small size. However, 
wires must pass into the body 
from the outside and the electro- 
magnets generate a high degree 

A of heat. 

I The second type transmits elec- 
i tromagnetic energy through the 

I — chest wall without the use of wires. 
Ms er A flat, pancake-shaped coil is 

rape | __ “ placed on the outside of the 
! Sy =] chest wall, and a similar coil is 

f geag ; placed on the inside. Direct cur- 
f { rent from a battery located out- 

i ' side of the body is converted to 
| : alternating current, passed through 

t } ! the discs, and then converted back 
} MOTOR 1 ! to direct current to drive an elec- 

y “BENDULEM | ! tric pump for an_ artificial heart. 
t i This system, however, needs a 

i i large amount of equipment. Also, 
i continuous exposure of living tis- 

i SWIVEL POINT i sue to an electromagnetic field 
t O H may damage the tissue. 

ties The third type of electromag- 
iL th — netic heart uses radio signals to 
if? sustain rotation of an electric mo- 

in ena tor. The signals are sent from out- 
wees side the body and received inside, 

a like a common radio receives sig- 

ba nals from a broadcasting station. 
LEVER ARM Wires passing into the body are 

Courtesy ‘Scientific American eliminated and mobility is pro- 
ANOTHER EARLY HEART uses the back-and-forth swing of @ pendulum s eel lee vided within the range of the radio 

rom tet nd sight veneer Tha pendlom isthe mal iting in whch on eecic  Senals, Unfortunately, this method 
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ARTIFICIAL FEEDBACK SIGNALS 

HEART 7. fT ANALYZER 

A” ACTUATOR 
BODY 

THE ARTIFICIAL HEART'S CONTROL SYSTEM 

also uses a considerable amount of determine what parameters can be “Off the Shelf: The Merkanical Heart.” 
equipment inside the body. measured and used as body signals. eee Design, 33 (Feb. 16, 1961), 
Nuclear Sen signals oe fs Papert cre “lous, Bae 

i the Human Body.” J.E.E.E. A nuclear-powered heart uses a '™€aSured and transmitted. The ee 
radioisotope roel consumed in a pulse can be obtained with a trans- Wgtinen eer wo tee tale Rae 
small nuclear heat source (reac- ducer located at an area of motion ber World, 152 (May, 1965), 24-26. 
tor). The heat is used with a work- in the air-driven heart. This motion Schmeck, Harold M., Jr. The Semi- 
ing fluid for the operation of a is representative of the pulse. Artificial Man. New York: Walker and 

miniature reciprocating engine, austen ates mt hee Mgt Wake. Fred. The Rebuilt Man. 
converting heat energy to mechani- CS OF an al-criven eart wi New York: Thomas L. Crowell Co., 
cal energy. The engine drives a 'tansmit the cardiac output. 1965. 

<a We 5 . “Will R-f Control Artificial Hearts?” me chanical blood pump. The heat Analyzer Electronics, 36 (June 21, 1963), 86— source is mounted on the hip bone, The analyzer receives the feed- 88. 

fe eet Teh ce eae Pack signals, analyzes them, deter. @| 
aa oe 2 mines what the heart must do to 

advantage of a relatively perma- meet the body’s requirements, and 
nent, efficient power source within transmits a signal. The frequency 
the body, but living tissues are of the signal represents the pulse ENGINEERING 
affected by the radioactivity and and the strength represents the 
considerable heat is generated. cardiac output, SENIORS 

Artificial Heart Control System Actuator 

. oe nai sae Bae = The actuator input is the actua- For information on a national and ae ac ho oy mt ie a ie tion signal, and its output is a international opportunity offering 
_ ye : poe aine 5 Os cat driving signal to the artificial heart. training, travel, and advance- 

The cate wnat ae It converts the actuation signal ment in 

froert ar oneraTes sel che body's into power for pumping the arti- ® Engineering aes cee 7° ficial heart. Selling < requirements and inform the heart cial heart © Selling and . . 
what pulse and cardiac output to BIBLIOGRAPHY © Management Consultation 
maintain. This is the feedback “Air Pumps.” Product Engineering, 36 arrange for an interview with a 
control system used in the air- (June 7, 1965), 75. representative from the 
driven heart. “Artificial Heart.” Electronics, 38 (Oct. 

; 5 4, 1963) 48-44. FACTORY MUTUAL Feedback Signals “Artificial Heart.’ "Product Engineering, ENGIN 
In general, feedback signals 34 (Dec. 23, 1963), 82 » EERING either describe the operation of Davis, John F. “Medical Engineering. CORPORATION 

pe ° perad International Science and Technology, 
the artificial heart (heart signals) 33 (Sept. 1964), 18-32. Mr. W. D. HICKMAN 
or the state of the human body  kolff, William J. “An. Artificial Heart will be on campus November 9, 
(body signals), as indicated by Inside the Body.” Scientific American, 1966. 
nerves and various glands. Cur- 23 (Noy, 1282), 3646. x 
rently, researchers are investigat- Lindaren, NI the, gratin! Heat The Factory Mutual System 
ing the relationship between the tooo S TREE. 5 inion, 2 (CO t - a s ‘ es = erprise.” ILE.E.E, Spectrum, 2 (Sept., 
heart and the rest of the body to 1965), 67-83. 
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With a name 
like General Electric 
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largest single group 
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What turns you on? 

Responsibility? Professional Recognition? Financial If you’re ambitious, flexible and imaginative, well trained in 
Reward? We know of no company better able, or more _ chemistry, physics, chemical, electrical or mechanical en- 
disposed, to satisfy these goals thanCelaneseCorporation. gineering, marketing, finance, accounting or industrial re- 

Why Celanese? You'll be working for a young company __lations, we'd like to talk to you—regardless of your military 

that’s growing fast—and “plans” to keep growing. 1965 commitments. And you'll like what you see at Celanese. 

sales rose 23% to over $860 million. Our future planned —_ Discuss us with your faculty and Placement Officer and see | 
growth depends on our ability to attract top-notch people —_ our representative when he is on your cam- | 

who can grow with us. pus. Or write to: John B. Kuhn, Manager of 
Sound good? If you feel you can perform in our fast- _ University Recruitment, Celanese Corpora- 
moving, intellectually demanding environment, it should. — tion, 522 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10036. 

CELANESE 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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An idea can go through anything y hl 
5 5 5 

Here’s a close-up of our new $5,000,000 facility here, cloistered, nourished and encouraged. Our 
called Timken Research. engineers and metallurgists work on product 
We expect great ideas to come out of this building. | development and equipment development. They 
It’s located outside Canton, Ohio, about have one aim: to produce Timken® bearings, 

ten miles from our headquarters and main Timken steel and Timken rock bits that will 
plant. Oo deliver even longer life at lower 

; : UALITY TURNS ON : A gis 
Timken Research is one of the ey . cost in more applications. 

largest research and development = l IMKEN The Timken Roller Bearing 
centers in the bearing industry. — Company, Canton, Ohio. Manu- 

Here we match up tough prob- j—y) TAPERED ROLLER facturers of Tapered Roller 
lems and inquisitive people. Y= BEARINGS Bearings, Fine Alloy Steel and 
Applied research flourishes = Removable Rock Bits. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Timken bearings sold in 116 countries, manufactured in Australia, Brazil, Canada, England, France, South Africa and U.S.A. 
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What can you, 
e 

aS ali engineer, 

expect to find 
at Mead ? 

We like to call it an “environment for 
growth.” 
You see, at The Mead Corporation, there are 

opportunities of all kinds for engineers of 

aseiiteatt all kinds... scientists, chemists, civil, 
. electrical, mechanical, industrial and 

— chemical engineers, as well as pulp and 

Cl paper technologists. In fact, with a little 
 . work and perseverance, they’re the kind of 
hl openings that can take a man (or woman) 

iF ee into product and process development, 

_ process control and research, plant and 
~— project engineering, production management 

“~ or any place else he’s equipped to go. 
y _ If you're this kind of graduate—one who 

s 5 jumps at the uncommon challenge, who 

a : measures himself by his own achievements, 

and wants a little bit more than he’s seen 
until now—we probably have a spot you 
can grow in. Write to the Employment 
Supervisor, The Mead Corporation, 
Chillicothe, Ohio, and let him tell you more. 

MEAD @ MEAD @ MEAD 

A 
M EAD | EAD plans-for-progress 

mpany 

Pg employer. 
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: Photo by R. L. Berare 

‘SUB-IT YOURSELF” OR THE 
ASHERAH MINI-SUB 

by Robert L. Beran 

UBMARINES enable man to along with the operating condi- and range and to reduce the power 

dive beneath the surface of tions of the specific craft. requirements. 

the ocean, the “Last Frontier”. ; , Construction was to remain eco- 

The Asherah, one of a growing Submarine Criteria nomical and simple, since a build- 

number of manned research sub- he As ; erate i ing schedule of only 5 months pre- 
¢ e Asherah was to operate in & - y Pp 

mersibles, was designed to supple- water that was seldom greater than ceded delivery to Turkey. 

ment underwater archeological 300 feet, but was designed for a Asherah Design 

activities in i Aegean Sea off the maximum depth of 600 feet for 4 ‘aes daa} 

coast of Turkey. — possible future sites. The subma- / Good mec anical design began 

The proper mechanical design is yine had to carry a crew of two in the pressurized and external 

important for two reasons—(1) for since the presence of a Turkish supporting structures of the 

effectively carrying out the in- everaineht oliGal WAS required Asherah. Features of the complete 

tended operations, and (2) for the a exch “dive to eate mand their structure are illustrated in the 

safety of the operators. But the national “interests Sates cross-section in Fig. 1. 

Asherah goes further than the gen- ™ , 

eral mechanical construction with One-knot bottom currents and Hull Design 

new innovations not common to choppy surface waves that some- To accommodate the two men 
other submarines of this type. times exceeded a height of three plus manual and electrical equip- 

. . feet, required a highly maneuver- ment, a 5 foot diameter sphere was 
Construction Requirements able vehicle that could withstand used as the pressure hull. The 

Submarine requirements deter- the elements. The submarine must spherical configuration is best 

mine how the submarine is built, be streamlined to increase its speed suited for resisting hydrostatic 
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Shaft Pene- Release 
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The Asherah cross-section. 

forces, and the hull was designed trations, electrical penetrations, when welded was used, and the 
in accordance with the ASME hatch, and window. These open- machining was done before plac- 
Boiler Code, Section VIII. ings tend to weaken the hull, but ing them in the hull. 

The hull consists of two hemi- reinforcements compensate for the Hatch. The hatch dome was 
spherical heads. Time and expense resulting weakness and aid in the made from the material removed 
were minimized by spinning the function of the orifice. from the hull when making the 
heads, since it was not necessary For electrical penetration rein- hatch orifice. It has a stainless 
to have them machined to an exact forcements, the pipes running steel reinforcement ring which has 
thickness after spinning. The spin- _ through the hull were fillet welded, | a machined dovetail groove to 
ning process produces some irregu- both on the inside and outside. accommodate a Y inch 0-ring seal. 
larities, but allowances were made Emergency-ballast-release and To provide overhead visibility, a 
to ensure a minimum design thick- motor-tilting-shaft reinforcements small window was inserted in 
ness of % in. served as seats for the 0-ring seals. the dome. 

The mild steel, A212 Grade B, The latter reinforcement housed The effort required to open the 
was used for the hull because it shaft bearings and had full pene- steel hatch is reduced by offsetting 
is easily worked and welded and tration welds and extra trussing to 50 per cent of the hatch weight 
has a high strength-to-weight ratio. withstand impact loading should with the use of two helical torsion 
Mild steel is excellent for this the motors be bumped. springs placed in the hinge area. 
application, since it does not de- The hatch reinforcement ring The latch system is a toggle velop high stress concentrations was cut trom stai ste : mechanism which drives two : eres as cut from stainless steel to pro near discontinuities when the sub- vide @ corrosion-free surface for the tapered pins into mating holes, 
marine is hydrostatically com- hatch O-ring seal. Since welding one in each side of the hull- 
pressed. produces some distortion in stain- reinforcement ring. The mecha- To provide the hull with crack- less steel, an even seating surface nism can be actuated from inside 
free welds, the heads were heated was obtained by machining it after or outside the hull. A quarter turn 
to 590°F before welding. All fin- welding into the hull. of the handle engages the pins, 
ished welds pe ground smrooth Machining of a reinforcement jocking me hatch and poner 
and eae a cecal - while in place in the hull is costly, ing ion -ring sufficiently to seal 
Tosity. ag welds proved to be and due to a relatively large num- out the water. 

satisfactory, ber of windows (six), stainless Windows. The windows were 
Orifice Design. There are four steel was not used for window rein- machined from 2 inch cast acrylic | 

types of openings that must be cut forcement. Instead, a mild steel blocks. To provide optimum visi- | 
in the pressure hull—shaft pene- which undergoes little distortion bility and simple insertion into the | 
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hull, each window was shaped as 
a truncated cone, with the smaller 

diameter base facing inward and 
the larger diameter base outward. 2 [~ 
The window geometry is shown in 

Fig. 2. Testing of a similar window 

configuration showed. that a pres- 
sure failure would occur at a depth 
of 4000 ft, indicating a high factor 
of safety. z 

Before window placement, 2< 99 o 

water-insoluble grease was applied “ 
to the window seats. Each window 
is held in place by a single bolt-on 
retaining ring which also com- 
presses an O-ring seal to prevent 
water seepage. The retaining ring | : 

does not resist hydrostatic forces 
but merely serves to prevent the 
window from coming loose when ae 
no water pressure is present. When ” 
the submarine is submerged, water 

pressure: alone is sufficient to hold and independently operated, give motors with electrical conductors 
the window in the seating. the submarine outstanding maneu- traveling through the center of the 

Window Guards. Window guards verability. Three general move- tilt-shaft. 

were installed after a collision with | ments that Asherah executes easily , 
the bottom that resulted in a _ with its tilt-motor design are shown External Apparatus 
cracked window. The guards are in Fig. 3. The external apparatus consists 

metal rods placed out in front of Speed control is infinitely varia- of supports for the ballast tanks, 
each window with the ends welded ble and the motors can rotate batteries, and tail section. Included 
to the hull. through 340 degrees. Tilting is is the external shell and canopy, 

Guards were put on with hesita- done manually with a pair of and that which is not part of the 

tion, however, since snagging the cranks connected to flexible shafts, 2ctual hull. 
rods and being caught on a sub- These shafts transfer crank motion Supporting Structure. The sup- 

merged object could be hazardous. jy a 1:1 ratio to the motor-tilting porting structures are mild-steel 
Tilting Motors. The tilting mo- shaft that is welded directly to the beams attached to the hull. The 

tors, one on each side of the hull motor. Power is supplied to the two main cantilever beams run 

as A " z 

‘si 
J C{ eee t 

Cd 
<a 

DOWN FORWARD UP (Or HOVER) 

The Asherah’s Maneuverability 
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parallel from low on the hull to 
a large circular H-ring in the rear, Crippled 4 
The battery tray, made of small Submarine 

steel angles, is supported by the - 
two main beams. Near the top of 
the hull, two parallel pipe canti- 

levers run back to the H-ring. The -_ 
H-ring is used primarily for con- 

necting the tail section and the 

mid-section shells to maintain 

longitudinal rigidity. 

The structures do not resist —_ 

hydrostatic forces, but were de- ~ = 
signed for loads due to the weight m eee — eee 

of the tail section and impact load- NEGATIVE wes POSITIVE 
ings from being dropped quickly BUOYANCY BUOYANCY 
into the water. 

Lifting Hooks. The submarine is Crippled ‘Submarine 

small enough to be lifted into and 
from the water with a dockside 

crane: Tei facilitate handling, lift- png tail section contains flotation water that is below the flood hole 
ing hooks were welded onto stra- terial—syntactic foam—for level in the front co tment 
tegic locations on the submarine. at : syn . . > front comparnmen 

a added buoyancy. runs out through one-way drain 
One hook is connected to the H- 7 norts in the front of th 
ring and two others are located Fins were attached soon after ah ‘Hi hy he ° . mes 
high on the pressure hull. Other the first sea trials. Before fin instal- ; ent h a ikh aa th. ‘ se 

hooks near the bottom of the hull lation, marked instability was ob- sere ‘ e . u a . Al a eal , 

are for guide lines used during the served for speeds greater than 1- wait ete he den the Hood hole, 
lifting operation. knot. The fins provide adequate ™@Kking the front compartment 
ae — stability for speeds up to 4-knots.  Water-tight. 

ia, fins ave he She tap apt For the ubnurie Bulle Tak The sary bl 
marine and are streamlined to re- 7 spout . Aten! a when he last tanks as 2 .26' inch diameter duce the wake. See Fig, 5, Redue- ae s pro em. at when ue mild-steel sphere. Its design is 

tion of the wake results in less ceafen ie me at “chil . similar to that of the hull, since 

drag; hence, a streamlined bod, greater ven “mnots 4s instability df lao: sundengpes: high jpresseme. 
re . ocY encountered. The ballast tank acts as a reser- 

requires less power for propulsion. 4 8 ix for taki - releasi 

In the Asherah, streamlining re- The fairing over the hatch was voir tor ta ms on or re casing 

sulted in a reduction of cumber- molded from acrylic sheets. The water to attain Hines, passionate 
somé "batteries. sides are Y4-inch thick and the of submarine buoyancy—slightly 

bottom edge is bolted to a close negative, neutral, or slightly posi- 
fitting steel foundation on the top _ tive. Placing the ballast tank near 

- of the hull. The 34-inch thick top the center of gravity prevents the | 
7 has a hinged cover that can be submarine from “nosing up” or 

Ge. NEDO Os ~ locked from the inside or outside. “nosing down” while the buoyancy 

[Bei nS oS The transparent fairing provides is changed. 
Nee key yo oe io the operator with excellent. visi- To operate, the pressurized air 
RR GREY 9, re Br bility when the craft is surfaced, enters the tank from the top and 

but the main purpose of the forces the water out the bottom 
Wake canopy is to prevent large waves through a drain pipe. To flood, a 

TT, from washing into the hull when valve at the top of the tank is 
fr is x ee TS 2°Sdy 2D the hatch is open. opened and air is released, allow- 
Eee oR . ‘WRTES SE A heavy acrylic bulkhead sepa- ing water to enter from the bot- 

RO a pi rates the canopy into two compart- tom. Control of the upper valve is 

ments. The rear compartment is done manually with a long valve 

open along the bottom edge of the stem that enters the hull. 
Wake Reduction fairing to let water completely fill The main ballast tank provides 

the canopy when diving. The bulk- | added buoyancy when the sub- 
head has a large flood hole so the — marine is surfaced. This raises 

The hull fairing consists of ¥Y front compartment can also fill the boat slightly to allow easier 
inch molded polyester fiber glass. with water. When surfacing, the boarding. 
Fairing thickness near bolted re- water runs back out the flood hole The main ballast tank is actually 
gions was doubled for strength. and out the rear compartment. The the upper half of the fiber glass 
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fairing—between the H-ring and indicate that the submarine is used in many other areas of under- 
hull—which is sealed to prevent buoyant without the skids even water research. 
air leakage. To increase buoyancy, | when the ballast tanks are com- : ; 
air is let into the tank and water pletely filled with water. Should a ee ON BUILD- 
simply flows out the open bottom. the pressure hull also become BLE er coe A Retire 
As a result of the open bottom, filled with water, releasing the a M a eur 5 a 
outside and inside pressures are skids would not guarantee an as- SIG te a EE. oe Ee 
nearly the same, so the main tank cent. If all available means for eaEREE INEER OF THE 

strength is much less than that surfacing the submarine fail, it . 

neotied for the auxiliary tank. would become necessary to “aban- Summary of Technical Infor- 
alve control in the main ballast don ship”. Before attempting a free mation of Asherah 

tank is similar to that of the auxil- _ ascent, it is necessary to flood the yay; ‘ 
: tarik hall to @ lize insid d tsid Maximum Operating 
jary . u qualize inside and outside Depth (feet) ..... 600 

Safety Features. In the event pressures. After complete flooding, Speed (knots) ...... 0-4 

that the ballast tanks become in- the hatch can be opened. Flood- Range (miles) ...... 9 
operable while the Asherah is sub- ing is performed manually by a 0 

merged, the two skids can be opening the interior flood valves. ire (fect) ......... 
manually released from the frame Length ......... 16 
with a quarter turn of the Performance Diam. Beam ..... 5 

emergency-ballast-release handle The Asherah design successfully Welene (eons) Se ed , 
as . ropulsion ........+ 2 motors/ 

located inside on the bottom of fulfilled the requirements for the 2 hp each 
the hull. Without the skids, the marine archaeology expedition, Crew ous eager 2 
submarine has a positive buoyancy performing well when taking pic- Remarks .........+ Built for Univer- 
and performs a powerless ascent tures and searching for new ob- shy. of Fenneyivee 
to the surface. (See Fig. 6.) jects. The Asherah has proved to marine archaeol- 

Predetermined weight accounts be a versatile tool and is being ogy exploration. 

Mie re ee GE tee a aa 

Career opportunities | B\sa:naiRit: alia 

Malleable castings ~~ . =a 
industry. —— a ee 

Fatigue Life Analysis. Eutectic Cell around the corner. Computer control as witnessed by the $75 million 

Size. Carbon Equivalent Determina- of melting cycles will soon be applied expansion program now under way. 

tions. Those titles represent just a on a practical basis. Die casting of Its future is as bright as that of its 

few areas of current investigation by iron may be coming out of the theory major customers — producers of 

Malleable foundries into methods of stage. The pace of new discoveries cars, trucks, and other transporta- 

improving their product and its will be just that much faster in the tion products, farm, construction 

method of production. Research has years ahead. and other types of machinery. 

produced literally volumes of new Take a hard look at a career in The image of the foundry labora- 

and useful data in recent years... the Malleable castings industry. tory as a cubbyhole is being shat- 

so much so that there is a dearth of Malleable foundries are of a size tered. Pictured above is one of 

engineering talent to put this know- where you will have the opportunity several new laboratory facilities built 

ledge to work. to put your top skills to use almost by producers of Malleable castings 

Many important changes are just immediately. It’s a growing industry, in the last few years. 

MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY - UNION COMMERCE BUILDING 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115 “ou et 
NoOerS soc! 
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— Alphabetical Listi f All C a phabetica isting o OF 
La 

LA 
Ha Chevron Research .........Oct. 24-25 General Dynamics—E]l. Boat ...Dec. 1 

Chicago Bridge & Iron ........Nov. 8 General Dyn.—Liquid Carb. ..Nov. 29 
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul .Oct. 28 General Electric ..........Oct. 11-12 
Chrysler Corp. ..............Nov. 29 generat Electric—PhD’s .. ‘Oc eds 

abe ~ City of Detroit ...............Dec. 1 General Engr. ...............Nov. 
Abbott Labs eke” -Nov. 14-16 City of Los Angeles ..........Oct. 17 General Foods ...............Nov. 3 AG Elnctenirnke Shoe --++.,Nov. 28 City of Milwaukee ......00..lOet 81 General Mills... Oct, Ica 
AT&T CS eee ees Nov. "3020, an City of Minneapolis .........Nov. 16 General Motors ............Nov. 1-4 
‘Ady, Scicnt.. Instruments. ov. Dee. 1 City of FP illadelphia seems ste one MOVE LB: Generel Telephone ......Nov. eon 

aa . ee Satie oe oe tity of Rockford ............Nov. 30 Giffels & Rossetti .............Nov. 
Alco Oe eka oe penne oe Deo, 2 Clark, Dietz, Painter ........Nov. 15 Globe Union ................Oct. 28 All Stecl Equipment ..........Oct. 10 Clatk Equipment Oct. 25-26 Goodman Mfe Oct. 13 
Ae eee tata woes sees Now 8 Gk Ol & Refining vss.sseDee S| BR Gouri 2000001 Oek, BF-B8 Ale ee 0c 24 Climax Molybdenum 10227000 [Nov.'29 BF Goolimch Res 20010. tooe oF 
lied GHnieehBWES cman den TB amiga acne ns ere TLL, Gebel ABIES 5 ox ne Cut SE-B Louis All nncnscsssesesvaeeaNow,g Columbia Con, {35°02 Get 12 Goodyear Tie & Rubber «Oct, 37-28 Ans Choline waco stxg NOV. 118 Commonwealth Bdidon voc Nov. 8 WR Geb0s G6 conc Bee Bak 
‘Amer. Acr. A aie eee Consolidated Papers .......Nov. 15-16 Grede Foundries ..............Dec. 7 
Ane Ret: f-hemical anne Oe iS Consumers Power ............Oct. 18 Green Bay Pkg. ..............Oct. 21 

- SataT URREW tan the inten pe 4 Container Corp. of America. .Nov. 9-11 Gulf Res. & Dev. .............Nov. 4 
frat Appriisal sgniias #0 dey Och, 14 Continental Can ..............Dec. 1 Amen, Cyanamid 00000-6078 Continental Of .0.6ct, 19°20 Hamilton Standard ........Oct. 18-19 » Cyanamid .........Oct. 27-28 Continental Oil-—Texas Ni 30 arnischf N 16-17 Amer. Electric Power .........Nov. 9 Cont my e MTR EKAS ee es “Nov. 18 Hamischfeger ............ 5 0 Amer. Oil (Chicago) .....-. Oct 10 Gopatymer Rubber 10.1 Dee eg Peatmer Wyman ooo es sere Oct 10 Amer. Oil (Indiana) ......Oct. 20-21 Gaur Products EE™ susnmsenesms vat © Ge 21 Harris Trust & Savings. . ee - as 
Amer. Oil & Amoco Chem. ... ‘Nov. 2 Comell Aeronautical Labs. ....Nov. 10 Harvard University—Grad. Sch. .Nov. 17 Amer, Potash ................Dee, 1 Corning Glass Oct. 12-13 Heil Co. Nov. 1-2 

Aimpes Cope 2.2L Oet TE Gaming Glass PADS ook. 12 Henningson, Bahan & Bihar 
Amphenol Borg ...........Oct. 25-26 RE ag cere veces DO ieee ete ates eee eee ees Oct. 19 
Amsted Industries ........Nov. 29-30 aoe Zellerbach SOF ae He eles wet 7 Hewlett Packard . gece niprrvesecas 2 -Oct. 14 
Anaconda ....0.-......s00++-Dec. 2 GumpmInS Engine Redes af oF aes ROWS 3 Hercules Powder—PhD’s «42+ Oct. 3 
Arthur Andersen ..............Dee. 6 vutler Hammer .............Nov. 29 Hoffman LaRoche .... eg 25 x oo 
Anderson Clayton & Co. ...Oct. 27-28 nee Re " z arm. om. Anheuser Basch soeeciceesOot 17 Dames Xf Moore ove sss71-Oet 10 Honeywell o-oo eee en Ott 27688 Applied Physics Labs. .....Nov. 15-16 Deere & ‘Co. cuter es Oct. 24 Hooker Chemical .............Oct. 3 
Aqua Chem Ine, ............Nov. 17 Deering Milliken 1101111" “Oct. 31 George A. Hormel .........Oct. 19-20 
Archer Daniels Midland ......Nov. 7-8 DeSoto Chemicals sarees s ces Nov. 7 Hughes Aircraft .............Oct. 31 

Argonne National Labs .......Nov. 18 Diamond “Alkali siaeinaciapeapaiaia: Dec. 1 Hupp Com. pete e eee e eee es Oct a Armco Steel ........... 2.04. +Oct. 19 k 2 Ex nnvhe i sean Dee. ydrotechnic ................Dee. 
‘Armour Ind, Chemicals .......Oct. 14 Doall Donnelley” ee Nee. apg ee é Humble Oil—Esso Res. ....Oct. 25-28 
Atlantic Refining .........Nov. 14-15 Soave soraft , : . 
Atlantic Research seeeeeess Nov. 16-17 Douglas Aircratt ues “Now. eae ur Pent Public Works sree Oct iS 

Atos Chemicals ane - Nov. 18 Dow International ........Oct. 17-18 Ili is Ti r WAYS vee ee esses De, . 2 utomatic Electric ...........Nov. 15 Dow Coming Oct. 24-25 inois Tool ..................Dee. 
Avco Lycoming .............Nov. 15 DuPont B.A oe PRES “Oct. 18-21 ind. Dept: Natural Res. ..... sock: #8 

piss sitite tierce ans ENCES ndustrial Nucleonics ........Nov. 
Babeock & Wilcox ............Nov. 1 DuPont-PhD's ..........-.Oct. 10-14 pndustrial We. Frode Bases ¢ ev $0 Barber Comman .............Oct. 12 Eastman Kodak .......Oct. 31-Nov. 1 ngerso! illing Machine .....Oct. 12 
Bechtel Corp. ................Nov. 9 Eaton, Yale & Towne .........Nov. 2 Ingersoll Band cage mnie ox noe NOME T 

Belden MEG. ceca oa aici oe vexNove 80 Elgin Joliet & East. RR. .......Nov. 1 ngersoll Kes, Center #8 serine : 
Bell System .............-Oct, 25-27 Elliott CO, es os seaeees os ooeeeNov. 9 Inland Steel, ....-..........-Oct. 14 Belle City Malleable .........Oct. 21 Emerson Electtie 0/00/77 JOct, 14._-‘Tnst. Paper Chemistry ........ Oct. 11 Beloit Corp. ............+.-+.Oct. 28 Rgso Res, & Engr—-Humble Oil Inst. Paper Chemistry ........Oct, 28 
Bemis Coe asia ca eset as % vac Nov. 80 vic eeetettrereseree ss Oct, 25-28 Interlake Steel ............Oct. 25-26 
Bendix Corp. (4 divs.) .......Oct. 10 Ethyl Corp. |. PITT Noy. 7-8 Intl. Bus. Machines .......Oct. 13-14 
Bergstrom Paper ..........Oct. 26-27 _ vere . Int]. Harvester teneees -Oct. 31-Nov. 3 Bessemer & Lake Erie RR. .....Nov. 1 FMC—American Viscose ..Nov. 14-15 Int]. Minerals & Chemicals ...Dec. 1-2 
Bio-Rad Labs. ...............Oct. 19 = FMC—Canning Machine \....Nov. 30 Int'l. Nickel—Huntington Alloy .Dec. 6 
Boeing ..............Oct. 31-Nov. 1 FMC—Chemical ............Nov. 30 Interstate Power .............Oct. 21 
Brunswick Corp. .........Nov. 10-11 FMC—Hudson Sharp ........Oct. 20 Towa Ill. Gas ................Oct. 25 
Bucyrus Erie Co. ............Nov. 30 Fabri Tek Inc. ..............Oct. 20 | 
Burroughs Corp. ............Nov. 10 Factory Mutual ..............Nov. 9 Jefferson Chemicals ......... . Dec. 2 

. Fairbanks Morse .............Oct. 17 Jet Propulsion Labs. .........Nov. 7-8 
Cabot Corp. avryes my eyes o Dee. 7 Fairbanks Morse—Colt Ind. ...Oct. 24 Johns Manville Prods. ...... -- Nov. 11 
Calif. State Govt. ............Oct. 12 Fairchild Semiconductor .......Dec. 1 Johnson & Johnson ........Nov. 9-10 Campbell Soup ...............Dec. 1 Falk Corp. ..................Nov. 16 Johnson Service ..............Oct. 17 
Carnes Corp. ................0ct. 12 Fansteel Metallurgical ......Oct. 20-21 E, F. Johnson ................Dee. 2 
Carrier Air Cond, ...........Nov. 30 Firestone Tire—PhD’s .....Nov. 10-11 S. C. Johnson & Son ..........Nov. 17 
J. I. Case Co. ...............Nov. 17 Firestone Tire .............Nov. 8-L0 Joslyn Mfg. & Supply ........Nov. 30 
Caterpillar Tractor .........Nov. 8-9 Fisher Governor ..............Nov, 1 
Ceco Corp. ................Nov. 1-2 Ford Motor ...............Nov. 7-10 Kearney & Trecker ........Oct. 12-13 
Celanese Corp. ..............Nov. 10 Freeman Chemical ........... Dec. J M. W. Kellogg Co. ...........Nov. 15 
Celotex ......................Nov. 3 George A. Fuller .............Oct. 21 Peter Kiewit & Sons ...........Dec. 8 
Central Ill. Electric ...........Oct. 12 Furmas Electric ..............Oct. 20 Kimberly Clark ...........Nov. 15-18 
Chamberlain Corp. ............Dec. 6 Koehting iis os cacceaen vena ee Ot, 31 
Charmin Paper .............Nov. 8-9 Gen. Amer. Res. ............Nov. 16 Kohler Co, ...............Oct. 18-19 
Cherry Burrell ...............Oct. 19 General Atomic ...............Nov. 7 Kroger ..................,.Oct. 18-19 
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ies Interviewing on Campus This Year 

Ladish Co. ...............+..Oct. 14 Pillsbury Co. ...............Nov. 7-9 UCC—Stellite ...............Nov. 18 
E. J. Lavino ................Nov. IL Pittsburgh Plate Glass ........Oct. 20 Union Oi] ..................Nov. 29 
Lawrence Radiation Labs. ....Oct. 31 Pitts. Plate—Chemical ........Oct. 25 Union Tank ccsewes ca cea os ox Oct, Bl 
LeTourneau Westinghouse .....Dec. 9 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft ......Oct. 24 UniRoyal ccseics os ee wecaven oa vv Oct. 11 
Eli Lilly & Co. .............Nov. 2-3 Procter & Gamble ........Nov. 10-11 United Air Lines .............Oct. 24 
Lincoln Labs.—MIT ..........Oct. 21 Public Service El. & Gas ......Dec. 2 United Aircraft Corp. Systems 
Line Material ................Nov. 8 Pure Oil Co.—Union Oil .....Nov. 29 Genter ces a sosewes wz sysee Deen 6 
Ling Temco Vought (Dallas) .Oct. 31 United Aircraft Res. .......Oct. 10-11 
Ling Temco Vought (Michigan) Nov. 30 Quaker Oats ................Nov. 29 United Aircraft Res. ..........Nov. 9 
Link Belt Go. siseson consizien x5 -Octs, T1 U. S. Ind, Chemicals ..........Dec. 7 
Litton Systems—Guidance & RCA ....................Nov. 14-15 U. S. Rubber .............Oct. 11-12 

Control ...................Oct. 12 RCA—PhD’s .................Nov. 2 U. S. Rubber Research ......Nov. 1-2 
Los Alamos Scientific ......Nov. 17-18 Raychem Corp. .............-Oct. 24 U. S. Steel Co. .............-Oct. 13 
Los Angeles County ..........Nov. 11 Raytheon ................Oct. 17-18 Univac—Defense & Data 
Los Angeles Dept. Water ......Dec. 2 Regal Paper ..................Dec. 7 Processing .........Nov. 30-Dec. 1 

Republic Steel ............Oct. 19-20 Universal Oil Products ........Nov. 14 
Mallinckrodt Chemicals ....Oct. 24-26 Republic Steel Res. ..........Oct. 20 University of Ill. Grad. Sh. ....Nov. 3 
Manitowoc Engr. ............Oct. 14 Rex Chainbelt ................Dec. 1 University of Michigan ........Dec. 7 
Marathon Electric .............Dec. 2 Rex Chainbelt Tech. Ctr. .....Nov. 29 Upjohn. ©.) sieaeis ii wan oe oc OGt VE 
Marathon Oil .................Dec. 6 Reynolds Metals ..........Oct. 20-21 
Marquardt Corp. ............Nov. 18 Rockwell Standard ............Dec. 2 Vatiity Fatt « ceisncs v oncons Oth 17 
Martin Co. (Baltimore) ....Oct. 11-12 Rohm & Haas Co. .........Oct. 10-11 Vickers .............2.......-Dee. 7 
Martin Co. (Denver) ......Oct. 11-12 Rohr Corp. ............+...-Oct. 14 
Martin Co. (Orlando) .....Oct. 11-12 Ryerson Steel ...............Oct. 14 Wagner Castings .............Dee. 1 
Mason & Hanger ............Nov. 18 St. Regis Paper ..............Oct. 21 Walker Mfg. ...............-Oct. 13 
Oscar Mayer ................Nov. 17 Dr. Salisburys Labs. .........Oct. 27 Warwick Electronics .........Oct. 13 
Maytag ..............+.++...Dec. 2 Sangamo Electric ............Nov. 30 Washington State Highway ...Nov. 29 
McDonnell Aircraft ........Oct. 27-28 Schlumberger Ltd. ............Dec. 6 Waukesha Motor ............Nov. 10 
McGill Mfg. Co. .............Nov. 16 Schlumberger Well Service ....Dec. 6 Wayne Co. Road Com. ........Dec. 2 
Mead Corp. ............+-Nov. 10-11 Scott Paper ..............Oct. 27-28 West Bend Co. .............-Oct. 26 
Mead Johnson ............Oct. 24-26 O. M. Scott & Sons ..........Oct. 17 W. Va. Pulp & Paper ........Nov. 15 
Merck & Co, .............Oct. 20-21 Service Bureau Corp. .........Oct. 21 W. Va. State Road Com, ......Nov. 2 
Wm. S. Merrell Co. .......Oct. 24-25 Shell Companies ...........Nov. 2-3 Westen Union ..............Nov. 29 
Mid-City Foundry ...........Nov. 17 Shell Development (Calif.) ....Oct. 17 Westinghouse Electric .....Oct. 20-21 
Miehle Co. ..............+..Nov. 30 Shell Devel. (Texas) ..Oct. 31-Nov. 1 Whirlpool Corp. ............Nov. 3-4 
Milwaukee Co. Civil Service ..Nov. 16 Sherwin Williams ............Nov. 16 Wis. Electric Power ...........Dee. 2 
Minnesota Civil Service ...... Shure Bros. Incorp. ...........Dec. 1 Wisconsin Gas ..............-Oct. 12 
Minnesota Highway ...........Nov. 3 Sinclair Cos. .............Oct. 24-25 Wis. Power & Light Co. .....Nov. 7-8 
Minn. Mining & Mfg. .....Nov. 15-18 A. O. Smith ................Nov. 17 Wis. Public Service ..........Oct. 26 
Mitre Corp. .......050.+005+-Oct. 27 Snap On Tools ...............Nov. 9 Wis. State Highway ...........Nov. 9 
Mobil Oil ................Nov. 17-18 Sparton Electronics ...........Dec. 6 Worthington .................Dec. 6 
Modine Mfg. ...........++..-Oct. 21 Sperry Phoenix ..............Nov. 8 Wyandotte Chemicals ........Nov. IL 
Monsanto Chemical .......Nov. 14-15 Square D ................Nov. 1-12 
Montana Highway Com. .......Dec. 1 A. E, Staley ..............Nov. 15-16 Xerox Corp. ...........2.+..Nov. 10 
Motorola Inc. .............Oct. 18-19 Standard Brands .............Nov. 30 

Std. Oil Calif. ............Oct. 24-28 Youngstown Sheet & Tube R&D .Oct. 21 
National Cash Register ........Nov. 9 St. Oil Ohio ..........Oct. 31-Nov. 1 Youngstown Sheet ..........-Nov. 14 
National Castings .............Dec. 2 Stanford U Grad. School ......Dec. 8 
National Lead ..............Nov. 29 Stanley Engr. ...............Nov. 30 Zenith Radio ................Nov. 17 
Nekoosa Edwards ............Oct. 13 Stauffer Chemicals ...........Oct. 13 ZiMpto) Div. soxsca va once oo ve NOW. 
N. Y. Central RR. .........Oct. 26-27 Stauffer Chem—PhD’s ......Oct. 28 in 
N.Y. University Nov. 7—Bascom & Com. Chemistry U. S. Geological .............Oct. 28 
Newport News Shipbldg. ......Oct. 19 Strasenbrugh Labs. ...........Nov. 2 Dept. Navy—Mymt. Internship Nov. 30 
North American Aviation— Sun Oil ....................Nov. 11 in Bascom & Commerce 

5 divisions .............Oct. 11-12 Sunbeam Corp. ..............Oct. 17 U. S. Air Force ............Nov. 8-9 
Northern Ill. Gas Co. ........Nov. 16 Sundstrand Corp. .........Nov. 15-16 U. S. Army Engr. Dist. ......Oct. 13 
Northern States Power ........Oct. 20 Swift & Co. .............Nov. 14-15 U. S. Army Materiel Com. .Nov. 16-17 
Northwest Paper ..............Dec. 6 Swift & Co. Res. ...........Nov. 1-12 U. S. Naval Ordn Test ........Oct. 31 
Northwestern University ......Oct. 26 Symington Wayne ............Dec. 6 U. S. Patent Office ........Nov. 14-15 

Bureau of Reclamation .....Oct. 10-11 
Oak Mfg.—Oak Electro-netics .Oct. 14 Tektronix ................... Oct. 28 Bureau of Ships .............-Dec. 8 
Ohio Dept. Highways .........Dec. 8 TOXACO seis 6 SemEwes aN oe coe NoVe 9 Env. Science Services—Coast & 
Oilgear Co. cose is os vows on Oots 12 "PEXACO, seas oa saree om gas NOV, 1S Geodetic: 4 #x<4 « sages om os eOcts IT 
Oi) cows on, ga cenwness a ora core MOVE 18. Texas Instruments .....Nov, 30-Dec. 1 Env. Science Services .........Nov. 2 
John Oster Mfg. .............Oct. 17 Thor Power ..................Dec. 2 NASA—Ames Res. ..........-Nov. 18 
Outboard Marine ............Nov. 29 Timken Roller Bearing ........Nov. 3 NASA—Geo. C. Marshall ......Nov. 1 
Owens Coming Fiberglas ......Nov. 7 Torrington Co. ...............Oct. 27 NASA—Lewis Res. Ctr. ...Nov. 17-18 
Owens Illinois ...............Nov. LO Trane Co. ..............-Nov. 15-17 NASA—Goddard Space .......Dec. 8 

TransWorld ..........+.+++++Oct. 20 USDA—Soil Conservation .....Oct. 14 
Parke Davis & Co. ........Nov. 10-11 NSA wsei 25 <9 woe ox oayewan DEG 529) 
Parker Hannifin ..............Dec. 2 UarGO! 5 oy oe cremnwrese ox errcooners NOV 1S Bureau of Yards—Navy Dept. Dec. 1-2 
Penberthy Mfg. ...............Dec. 9 Underwriters ...............-Oct. 19 Naval Officers Training ....Oct. 12-14 
Perfex Corp. ......5.++..5++-Oct. 10 Unilver Ltd. ................Nov. 28 Nov. 16-18 
Peoples Gas Light ...........Oct. 18 UCC—Group I ............Nov. 7-8 CTA eee eee eee ee eee ees Oct, 18-21 
Perkin Elmer 0. ccs os ve ven Dee. 2 UCC—Carbon Products ....Oct. 13-14 Federal Power Com. ..........Nov. 7 
Chass. PRIZE cones se cavemen vo OOK, BL UCC—Chicago ...............Dec. 6 U. S. Forest .................Dec. 6 
Philco Aecronutronics .........Nov. 18 UCC—Linde Division .....Nov. 10-11 Fed. Water Pollution ..........Dec. 6 
Phillips Petroleum ........Nov. 14-15 UCC—Mining and Metals ....Nov. 14 U.S. Marines ..............Oct. 3-5 
Pickands Mather (Erie Mining) Nov. 29 UGG—PhD’s ssies oy evgsqes NOvy 14-15: Dec. 5-7 
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EN on 46, 
or “How to practice your a >I) * 
one-upmanship on industry”. We do a Va OT 
it all the time at LTV Aerospace fn, a C) 

Corporation—dreaming up big shiny things fae? 

like a plane's plane or a missile’s muscle. In fact, oe vl et ae. 
our Hero engineers have come up with some of aN » & a 
the nation’s superest Super Stars. The word is Lg < 5) ‘ ( 

out that there are some great star gazer spots open EN i. Adie = h x 

now (some earthy ones, too). So whether you're a SS ‘ LN 

circles, waves or angles engineer, you, too, A } : XM-561 GAMA GOAT 
can be.a Hero in such areas as aerodynamics C > 

QM avionics and instrumentation [airframes EDD 

design [j systems analysis [] EM 
reliability [1] dynamics (j systems design 

propulsion (] stress analysis [] 

industrial engineering [] technical 

administration . .. and others. re /} 
SS \) Get the whole story. Ask your Placement 4 3 Men 

Office, then see our representative when he fe. ACES) 
visits your campus (he'll swell with pride if you ns 4 3 ae co 
ask, “‘how’s your LTV bird'’). Watch for interview i] eo) a > 
schedule in your campus newspaper. Or write Pee Fae a 
College Relations Office, LTV Aerospace [8 
Corporation, P.O. Box 5907, Dallas, Texas es 
78222. LTV i al tunit 

Baie equal Opportunnsy World-wide Engineering and Technical 
employer. Services/Ships Instrumentation 

Bie 

ZW) 
~ oa 

A-7 Corsair II 
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= nterview Sched 

ces MONDAY, OCTOBER 31 Ford 
; 

Ford Mot 
Boeing Co. 

Ger al Atomi 

MOND 
City of Milwaukee 

Goren! shomiies 

AY, OCTOBER 24 Eo eae Ingersoll Rand 

Allen Bradley nee an Jet Fropulsion Labs—Calif. 

Chevron. Research Hooker Chemical New York Unie a 
2 . 

eke 
ni i 

Crown Zellerbach 
Hloghes Aurcratt 

Ores Coming Fiber a 

peer’ & Co. 
eee Harvester 

Pillsbury 
Blas 

Cale eaming 
Lawrenoe Radiati 

Wisconsin Fe I 

aE Ane ustries—Fairba 
Li hedieaenae 

Visconsin Power & Li 

Mallinckrodt Gane 
Morse 

Che Dhece coe 
ae 

= 

Pratt & Whit Rohr Gon SO sel: Biosen Conmndston 
ratt & Whitney 

Shell Der 

Raychem 
shell, Development (Texas 

ee occane 
Standard Oil of Ohi as) TUE: 

Sand Ghee 
., 

Union Tank of Ohio 
SDAY, NOVEMBER 8 

United Ait Lines Jalifornia 
. §. Naval Ordn. Test, China Lak Louis Allis 

TUESD $ 
: > Shas Caterpillar Tractor 

A 

harmin Pa 

r Y, OCTOBER 25 UESDAY, NOVEMBER 1 Chicago Bridge & I 

Aipheriol Borg 
American Cz 

Ethyl Corporati nae 

Bell Syste 
Babcock & Wilcox 

Ca Motor ™ 

ST tet oe Babe 
iMfels & Rossetti 

eae (x cet, & Humble Oil Boeing. Co. nd. Lake: Erie Goudjent Abate 

nterlake Steel 
Caco Coro. 

Jet Propulsio 

Towa Il. Gas & Electric Eastman Kodak 
Line Material 

Ma inckrodt Elgin Joliet & Easte phere: Phoenix 

eae re tse VE 
Sinclair C Plate Glass-Chemic 1 Di pee Motors Co 

Sta SA “ompanies al Div. parne Trust & Savings 
WEDNE: 

Research California and Chevron Semaonal Harvester 
All eee? 

Standard Oil Ohi 
legheny Ludlum $ 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26 U8, Rubber Research peer Power 

Bell ee eee 
. —George Marshall Space Bechtel emicals (American Oil) 

‘Il System 

Zaterpillar Trac 

Clark Eauipment 
WEDNESDAY, NO 

ee ane ‘ 

Trltame Bie Engr. and Humble Oil AC Ek ERERS 
Tee of America 

ndiana Dept. Natur: e Ot tronic: 
2 

New York €y atural Re ‘eS ‘lectronics 
actory Mutual E i 

New York Central Roe 
ae iCan 

Krestans utual Engr. Div. 

Standard Oil. of Californi 
Gato, Tale & Towne 

National Cash Register 

West Bend ‘co California 
Hat Go. 

Tos Foals 

‘sconsint Publis: Seevieé RCA—PhD's 
Waited Aircraft Research 

She Companies 
isconsin Sta i 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27 Square D U.S Ar Force UehwY 

American Nickeloi 
Swift & Co. Res. 

funidderson a 
Envi vn State Road , Commissi THURSDAY 

sso. R&S. & Eni 
‘nvironmental Science ice ssion 

NOVE 

8 iP Goud eee and Humble Oil 
‘e Service Adm. Burrough ¢ MBER 10 

FG 2] 

ighs 

Conivear Area TEURSOKY, REVENGE 8 Corel ee 
Soodyear Tire & R 1 

AC Electroni 
pmell Aeron: Labs 

Honeywell uber ‘America Can’ pirestone! *Tire: 68 
onc} 

san Can 
F ubber Res.—PhD’: 

Mitre 
C lotex 

jestone 
Pens 

ae , 
= 

johns 

Dr, pélishury © Dahe Comnenprwedlth Edison ae ie 

- aper 
seneral Foods 

Pi 2 

ot Saroon 
General 

rocter & Gamble 

Partington of California 
Eli Lill Motors 

UOC —Tinde Division 

Shell Companies enkegna Motar 

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28 Hmken Roller Bearing 
“orporation 

American Cyanamid 
Whileoal of IMinois 

By it Comoration 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11 

chicago, Milwe ane 

Clobe Cages St Baul AR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4 Cue i 

roodyear Tire & 2) 

uninins engine 

Honeywell re & Rubber 
Ac Electronics 

johns Manville 

nstitute of Paper , 
seneral Motors—. Pare 

avino 

MeDonnel Paper Chemistry Gulf Corporation eines 
Los Angeles County 

New York U 
sulf Res. aye 

Mead Corporation ” 

agote, Paper 

a Seep 
Owens ino 

Standard Oil of Californi 
eociee & Cab 

Stafer Chemicak—PhDs 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7 Procter & Gamble 

tronix . Archer Daniels Mi 1 i 

U. S. Geological Survey begotten 
Westenholt & Newek 1 

30 
Ethyl Corp. Wyandotte Ch dovick Tne: 

Reon Ch emicals 
. Chart & Information Center 
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October-December 1966 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14 Mason and. Manger anee Texas Instruments 
Ab fi innesota Mining an g. Wagner Castings 
abbot Labs . Mobil Bureau of Yards & Docks (Navy Dept.) 

Atlantic Refining ile _— ics 
FMC—American Viscose Fhe Core: —Aetontiteoniles FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2 

Monsanto Chemicals Union Carbide—Stellite Div. a. 
RC ae Petroleum NASA—Ames Research ‘Aerospace 

‘ ; inir 5 naconda Wire & Cable 
Swift & Co. Naval Res. Training Corps. Ulinois Tool 

UCC—Mining and Metals IIT Res. Institute 

Universal Oil Products NO INTERVIEWS BETWEEN Int, Minerals and Chemicals 

Youngstown Sheet & Tube Res. & Dev. NOVEMBER 21 AND 28 BECAUSE fF ujnton 
OF THANKSGIVING VACATION L. A. Dept. Water & Power 

Marathon Electric 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15 MONDAY, NO Maytag 

Allis Chalmers VEMBER 28 National Castings 

Atlantic Refining Unilver Ltd. Parker Hannifin 
‘Applied Physics Perkin Elmer 

‘Aveo Licoiuiig Public Service Electric & Gas 

RtoIAAUE Elechie TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29 Rockwell Standard 

Clark Dietz & Associates Abex—American Brake Shoe Co. Thor Power Tool pi 
Consolidated Papers Amsted Industries Wayne Co. Road Commission 

pers Chrysler Corp. Wisconsin Electric Power 
M. W. Kellogg ry: P 
Monsanto Chemicals (Glia Molybdenum 
RCA Cutler Hammer . MONDAY, DECEMBER 5 
A. E, Staley General Dynamics—Liquid Carbonics 

Sundstrand General Engineering Clark Oil & Refining 
Texaco National Lead National Security Agency 
Trane Co. Outboard Marine U. S. Marines 

UCC—PhD’s Pickands Mather—Erie Mining U. S. Geological Survey (Missouri) 

West Virginia Pulp and Paper Soa Oil 
nu ats 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16 oe Chembelt Techaical Center TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6 
: ephens Adamson Mfg. si 

Koon Washington State Highway Atha Anderson ; 

Applied Phyiiies Western Union Telegraph DoAll Co. TP. 

Atlantic Research Huntington Alloy Products—International 
Chem Plex WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 30 ue oi 

City of Minneapolis Marathon Oi 

Falk Corp. eo AT&T Northwest Paper 

General American Transportation Belden Mfg. Schlumberger Ltd. 
Harnischfeger Bemix Co. Schlumberger Well Service 

McGill Mfg. Bucyrus Erie a, Sparton Electronics 
Milwaukee Co: Civil Service Carrier Air Conditioning Symington Wayne Corp. 

Northern Illinois Gas City of Rockford UCC—Foods Products 
Sherwin Williams Continental Oil (Texas) United Aircraft Corp. Systems 

Sundstrand Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier Worthington 

Trane Co. FMC—Canning Machine Federal Water Pollution 
U.S. Army Materiel FMC—Chemical Division U. S. Forest Service 

g Hitnols Div. Highways 
ndustrial Researc! 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17 Joslyn Mfg. & Supply WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 7 

Aqua Chem Ling Remco Vought Cabot Corporation 

J. I. Case Sangamo Electric Copolymer Rubber & Chemicals 

Douglas Aircraft Standard Brands Detroit Edison 
Harvard University Grad. School Stanley Engineering Grede Foundries 

Eee ne Univac Data Processing and Defense Riegel Pap er 

Oscar Mayer ept. Navy—Mgmt. Internship Wheelabrator 

Mid City Foundry U. S. Industrial Chemicals 

Minsniota Mining & Mfg. THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1 University of Michigan—Inst. Science & 

jin wee echnology 

A, O. Smith and Clark Control Adv. Scientific Labs Vickers 

diane: 1 American Potash ith Radi otas 
NASA—Lewis Res. Center Amand Retngeration THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8 

e 
City of Detrot Peter Kiewitt ; 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18 Continental Can—Metals. Division Ohio Dept: Highways 
Diamond Alkali Stanford University 

Argonne National Labs R. R. Donnelley NASA—Goddard Space Flight 

Atlas Chemicals Fairchild Semiconductors Bureau of Ships 
City of Philadelphia Freeman: Chemicals U. S. Army Electronics Command 

Senet Date ag General. Dynamics —Electric Boat 

= ¥ yarotechnica 

SN te Stage ee oon nn 40S a s ADS eX ain be: a sting) se 

Marquardt Corp. Shure Brothers Penborths Mia, seston 
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In as good a spot as you are today? an original contribution to your area of interest. 

Well-informed? Up on things? Intimately In an environment like this, there’s no 

acquainted with the state of the art in telling how far you can go. But this much 

your field of study? is certain. You'll not be overlooked, 

Or will you (through no fault of your own) and you can't be overtaken. 

be dangerously close to the brink of Salary? Benefits? They’re competitive, 

obsolescence ? of course. Moreover, we have an excellent 

Could happen. Often does. Which is one Educational Assistance and 

good reason to consider a Staff Scholar Program. (179 MITRE 

career at MITRE. employees are presently 

MITRE is pioneering in the attending nearby educational 

design and engineering institutions including 

of complex information, Harvard, Boston University, 

sensor, command, control Boston College, Brandeis, 

and communications © Northeastern, MIT, and Tufts.) 

systems for the United States Depending on your interests, 

Government. Our assignments qualifications and current 

include such prominent openings, you may start in 

electronic systems as the NORAD one of the following, 

Combat Operations Center, the or other, departments: 

Back-up Interceptor Command Air and Missile Defense Systems 

System for SAGE, and the System Design 

National Military Command Systems Analysis 

System (NMCS). Air Traffic Systems 

These projects represent the most Tactical Systems 

important systems challenges of our Strategic Systems 

time, and require the most advanced Range Instrumentation 

thinking on a broad range of Information Sciences 

scientific problems and the Computer & Display Technology 

technologies needed to Communications 

solve them. Electronic Warfare 

As a member of the MITRE Radar Design 

team, you'll be working in and Technology 

an atmosphere of scientific Information Processing 

inquiry, alongside colleagues Surveillance and 

of outstanding reputation, Warning Systems 

with the opportunity to make Onl Applied Mathematics 

. THE Se RE 

Minimum requirements: B.S.,M.S.or Ph.D. in electronics, mathematics or physics. Write M VT R E 

Vice President-Technical Operations, The MITRE Corporation, Box 208 ,Bedford, Mass. 

MITRE also maintains facilities in Washington, D. C., and Colorado Springs, Colorado, 
Tampa and Patrick A.F.B., Florida and overseas in Paris and Tokyo. An Equal Opportunity Employer (M & F) 
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If till think glass is just gl you still think glass is just glass, 
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ask New York Central. 

Now tiny glass devices can do what complex electromechani- Today, glass can be made six times stronger than steel. Or as 
cal systems can’t. Control the power of a locomotive without soft as silk. It can bend or not bend. Break or not break. Melt 
the use of moving parts. And without breakdowns due to short or not melt. It can be molded, cast, machined, drawn and 

circuits, wear, heat deterioration and shock. Ask New York pressed. It possesses more capabilities than any other material. 
Central. For solutions to their materials problems, industry and gov- 

These devices channel a small volume of fluid (air, gas or ernment are coming to Corning. Because Corning is the glass- 
liquid) under low pressure so that it activates a much more master. It’s a broad, international company, with one of the 
powerful jet of fluid. This in turn helps control the massive most daring, expert and imaginative research and engineering 
equipment which regulates the locomotive’s speed and power. staffs in the world. Plus a marketing principle that commits 

Fluid devices are finding increasing use as machine and them to developing products only in areas where a need exists 
process controls and in computer logic sections. Corning pro- and no product does. 
duces fluidic devices from its unique FOTOCERAM® photo- Young engineers seeking challenge, opportunity and ad- 
sensitive glass-ceramic, which allows extremely accurate chem- vancement are invited to write to Career Development Man- 
ical machining. ager, Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York. 

CORNING GLASS WORKS 
AN EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Oo el el SS ol 
Donald L. Crain, Section Manager, Olefin Synthesis (Ph. D., Purdue 1958) 

M g a ogg2 

What’s different about Phillips? 

Growth. Breadth of research. 

a a MW 

This company is on the move. 

“As a research chemist, two things stand —_ working on problems that may have todo hexane to make nylon. The way we're 
out to me about Phillips. with plastics, elastomers, organic inter- moving, we'll soon lead in a lot more.” 

“First is our broad spectrum of disci- mediates, hydrocarbons, or basic experi- To learn more about Research or any 

plines. ments with reactions and compounds. other department of Phillips, write James 

“Second is the tremendous potential Studies like these may lead to products _P. Jones, Phillips Petroleum Company, | 

for growth... for the company and for or processes 5 or 10 years later. ..or 104 F. P. Bldg., Bartlesville, Oklahoma 

its people. simply contribute to the broad body of 74003. 

“Our research here is close to funda- scientific knowledge. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

mental. Free inquiry into the nature of “As to growth, this company occupies 

things. You can often originate your own _a_ unique position. Phillips has grown to 

projects, and always originate the way major rank in the oil industry in fifty PHILLIPS 

you'll pursue them. We’re not limited in| years. We're second in our industry in 

disciplines or areas of exploration... we | number of patents issued, and we lead it 
have physicists, analytical chemists, in such products as nitrogen fertilizers, 

organic chemists, engineers and others, rubber chemicals, LP-gas, and cyclo- 
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by Thomas Stiefvater 
Courtesy Modern University Physics 

ODERN man is living in the years from 1942 through 1951. _ existing laws would not be incon- 
an age of chemical control. Various cultural control practices sistent with public health pro- 
Chemicals are called upon had been used to control insect grams.” The reports also imply, 

in increasing amounts to help and disease damage, but they were however, that irresponsible pesti- 

provide food for expanding popu- inadequate as the sole means of cide usage could lead to future 
lations. American farmers are al- control. Chemicals were intro- contamination of soil and water. 

ready cultivating up to 85 per cent’ — duced as a further means of insect 
of the farmland, and increased — gntrol, Advantages of Chemical Control 
production efficiency is vital to an Chemical pesticides are neces. 
increases ser i 7 2 + ” I a st s neces 
ini i supply. Agriculture Cultural Controls Used sary to ‘curb disease and. insect 

cides ee anes on b ht Bes Before turning to chemicals, damage, to control the amount and 
cies 1)! AMerease OCH Te quake farmers had tried cultural control quality of harvested crops, and 
tity and quality of harvested crops. vonttinas } . a : see 
Mod ‘cid distrib practices such as (1) appropriate the storability and keeping quality 
Modern pesticices are qd and tillage, (2) crop sanitation, (3) of the produce as well. Without 

ee a ne ine eed ts ae sot observance of planting dates that chemical control, insect damage 

vides 5 applic 4 tran ihe round, would be unfavorable for specific would reduce cotton yields by 30 
while dust ic best distributed from insects, and (4) planting insect- per cent and cereal and forage 
the a ° resistant crop varieties. crops by 25 per cent. The supply 

. devel ve th of fruits and vegetables would be- 
a recent leech at hes id t 1 Health Hazards of come so limited that only a small 

‘ ecasate ee iui any : Chemical Control fraction of our population could 

cus e. 1Cl . par © be, : x round Finding cultural controls inade- afford them. For example, studies 

1650. Tt o hi h coe oe oeeak quate, farmers began to use chemi- have shown that apples produced 
4 i fe ro ‘al: ee sc dela ad cals in the war on bugs. As a re- without pesticide protection would 

an mited initial success a . ” 
ne > y : sult, American agriculture today be 40 to 80 per cent damaged by 

the farmers’ acceptance. However aos : : the codline th al d oth 
3 - ser, is in an age of chemical insect con- ae codling moth alone, and other 

manufacturers can now provide Gs insects Ms 5 : . . trol. Rachel Carson, in Silent insects would cause an equal 
electrostatic dusting equipment at S ‘iting ttacks th idk saad ase amount of harm 
$200 and $300 per unit. Texas cot- maid al ic i. i omer coat 1 be. 

: are @ . : of chemicals for insect control be- 
ton. prover Be ce usmé cause the residues left by these The Advantages of Charged dusting to control the cotton boll ie : » Pesticid 

sevi eee : , pesticides constitute a public health esticides weevil. As researchers improve hayard. As ti tieid The widespread f ee 
electrostatic charging methods and azard, As  sesult, Ansooticl 7 ee aurere use 0 pestic e 

equipment, considerable increase Be © reviewe ‘ “oO ‘te a mm mo es agnicu wre makes app’ 
in the use of charged pesticides Hea rganization, the Unite cation efficiency of primary con- 
is expected. States Public Health Service, and cern. High application efficiency 

the Food Protection Committee of reduces the cost and decreases the 
the National Research Council. health hazards to the general pub- 

The Need for Insect Control 3 “ : 5 i : 
The conclusion was that “large- lic. In general, application effi- 

Plant insect damage and disease scale usage of insecticides in the ciency includes deposition eff- 
reduced American farmers’ annual manner recommended by the ciency (amount reaching plants 
income by three billion dollars for manufacturers and consistent with compared to total amount 
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sprayed), uniformity in plant cov- plants, the oppositely-charged 
erage, and particle size. particles attract and neutralize 

each other. 
Increased Deposition Efficiency (a) 9, Frictional charging depends 

Electrostatic charging almost on weather conditions. Changes 
doubles deposition efficiency. Un- in humidity or temperature 
charged particles have a deposi- cause varying amounts of charge 
tion ratio (ratio of material de- to be produced. Hence, effective 
posited on the plant surfaces to pesticide application depends on 
total material delivered by the dis- ideal weather conditions. 
tribution equipmcdt) & abpat ten /> (b) Tone Charing 

per cent. Electrostatic charging Lé 

doubles this deposition ratio. This OSs lonic field charging is more de- 

halves pesticide costs to farmers 7 pendable than frictional charging. 

and reduces harmful soil residues Paint is applied by electrostatic 

from 90 per cent to 80 per cent spraying and is found to give a 97 

of total pesticides handled. per cent deposition. In pesticide 
= application, the dust particles are 

Increased Uniformity in fo = (c) carried by an air stream through 
Plant Coverage f-S5 an ionized gas moving across the 

Electrostatic charging also pro- * flow of the dust-air suspension. At 

duces more uniform plant cover- = Ground the center of the nozzle a posi- 

age. With uncharged nozzles, the tively charged electrode is kept at 

quantity of insecticide found on ten thousand volts potential with 

the under surfaces of the leaves — respect to the nozzle wall. The in- 

represented about 11 per cent of f-. 7) €) (a) tense potential at the tip of the 

the total on both upper and lower ~PF wire causes a corona discharge. 
surfaces, while with the charged TR The dust is forced through this 

nozzles the under surface held 7 region of positively-charged ions 

over 25 per cent of the total. and is positively charged itself, 
independent of temperature or 

Decreased Particle Size Possible relative humidity. However, the 
‘ hee Fe potential difference between the 

Decreased particle size is an- @) (e) center electrode and the nozzle 

other advantage to charging pesti- wall must be closel controlled: 
cides. Charged pesticide dust par- (1) to och an snitel controlled 

ticles can have their size reduced corona discharge and (2) to limit 

to one-fortieth that of uncharged Comey Modem Unvesiey Pais: the: corone. discharge aren to a re- 
dust particles and yet present Fide tis CHaGIRG Guathile, mkcl’schere glow: dlosdly sumaundiag: the wire 

Heglisible duft problems. ‘Since OS induction. ° Accumulation of positively-charged 
greater surface area (per pound dust-pariidlesouthednside sunfase 
of pesticide) is obtained with . , ; of the nozzle wall would reduce 
smaller particles, one pound of Frictional Charging the potential between ‘the homie 
charged pesticide can theoreti- Charging by friction is the old- wall and ihe center wire. prevent. 

cally replace twenty pounds of un- est and simplest method of induc- ingdonizationel the gas s clecules 

charged pesticide: ing a charge. Frictional charging The average potential of the ion- 
or “static electricity” occurs when ized dust particles produced by 

Theory of Electrostatics electrons are transferred from one this nozzle is 1,000 volts. The effec- 

Two basic laws of electrostatic material to the other and a poten- tive range of the particles is 

theory apply to the charging of tial gradient is set up between the approximately 30 feet. 
these particles: charged and uncharged bodies. 

. The same effect occurs when liq- Induction Chéereing 
Law 1: Opposite charges attract uids are broken up into fine drop- 8 a 

and like charges repel each other. léts OF Gen: dust wWateHal Gs dis: Induction charging is the most 

Law 2: A charged body induces persed. This appears to be a very recent method of charging pesti- 
an opposite but equal charge on simple, inexpensive method of cide and is still in the experimen- 
a nearby conductor (see Fig. 1). charging pesticide particles. Two il see a, iebineestianies sheet 8 prblems, HOWEVER, Exist: liquid is emitted from the nozzle, 

Charging Techniques > 7 : and friction effects cause the sheet 
1. Charges of both signs are to break into tiny droplets. The 

The three methods used in produced when different types size of the droplets depends on 

charging pesticide particles are fric- of material are mixed. As these the velocity and pressure of the 
tional charging, ionized field charg- charged particles are dispersed liquid. The positively charged elec- 
ing, and charging by induction. as charged clouds over the trode in the center of the cone- 
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shaped pattern “induces” electrons 
to come from the ground through C ) 
the nozzle and liquid and onto the 
spray droplets. No contact be- 
tween the liquid and the electrode Ss 
is required for the success of this (L 0 
charging. The liquid droplets are iy . 
initially directed outward in a Ti TT s55- 
tangential direction. Their linear et AA aL= 
momentum is sufficient to guide Fluid L > 
them in a straight path and thus Excess free charge Ae 
avoid being attracted to the oppo- on nozzle tip K 
sitely charged electrode. The spray AS Region of droplet 
droplets form a negatively-charged | formatian and excess 
cloud over the plants. Charged body causing 4° 4 BSS! SHEE gS 

the induction b 
Deposition on Plants 4 

Both the positive, ionic-charged 
4 Charged spray clouds and the negative, induction- 8 Comal droplets charged clouds are attracted by 4 6 4 the plants which are at zero 8 $ b potential. 4 4 

Influence of Electrical 4 6 Forces on Particles 4 
As the charged particle | 6 . 

approaches the plant, curved lines Se — — 
of electric flux develop between Courtesy ASAE Paper No. 65-160 
the plant, at zero charge, ann the Fig. 2. Induction charging of spray showing charge distribution for a conducting 
charged particle. These flux lines nozzle: spray. systers 
are analogous to magnetic “pole- 
lines”. These curved lines of force 
allow all sides of the plant to be 
covered in one dusting. Effect of Artificial indicated a 5:1 ratio when com- 

Two electrical forces act on the Precipitation Field paring charged deposition to un- 
charged particles. The first is cre- So far, the plant has been con. Charged. Field tests, however, indi- 
ated by the electric field of each sidered to be at ground potential, cated only a 2:1 gain in deposi- particle. The force is approxi- but a charge can be induced on tion. Mainly this discrepancy is 

mately equal to the gravitational the plant. A charged conductor is caused by: 
force on the particle at a distance placed close to the plant with the 1. The high voltage required of 0.1 mm from the plant surface. same sign as the pesticide. The by the field equipment. 

F= a ane charge of ir doce 2. No signals warn the user 
8rd? vttracts dueeed dust and spray that the electrical apparatus has 

This force is effective only at ex- particles to these areas. Although failed. ; tremely close range. The second charging the plant surfaces in- 3. Wind conditions and varia- 
force is the external field acting creases the percentage of particles tions in foliage growth and den- 
on the field of the individual deposited on leaf surfaces, the sity led to nonuniformity in the 
particles. effect is often harmful. The outer field applications. 

F=E-Q edges of the plant receive heavy ; 
pesticide deposits while very little Conclusion 

E represents the field or cloud in- reaches the center areas. Re- The usevof an éleotiic feld force 
tensity and Q represents the charge __ searchers at Michigan State con- to increase the deposition is in an 
on the pesticide particle. This is cluded that although low efficiency early stage. Studies indicate that 
the force that increases the deposi- results with a natural gradient, the it will be important in depositing 
tion of the charged particles. The method produces a more homoge- sarticles ‘in the one micron size 
attraction between the charged neous distribution. Pe . signific ntl ‘reducing the 
particle and the plant reduces the range, ale ee " » Gemes , . 
drift caused by air currents, so Laboratory vs. Field Testing drift problem. a us intfon a 
charged particles may be only one- . apply a control agent uniformly, 

fortieth the size of uncharged Pesticide application faces var- he can determine higher levels of 
particles. ied problems. Laboratory tests pest control at lower dosages. 
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“Sewers built with Dickey Coupling Pipe 

built...I f h id for.” stay built...long after they are paid for. 

“Any contractor has to make a profit to stay in busi- Mr. Lechtenberg is right .. . Dickey Coupling Pipe 
ness. But, he can go out of business while he’s is the finest material available for sanitary sewers. 
making a profit (for lack of work) if he doesn't doa It can’t rust, rot, corrode or disintegrate. It handles 
good job and use quality material. That's why | use any kind of normal wastes . . . residential or indus- 

Dickey Coupling Pipe. It’s the one sure way to build trial. The Coupling, like the pipe, is resistant to acids, 
durable sewers and make a profit, too. This pipe in alkalis, solvents, gases and micro-organisms nor- 
the ground, is out of sight—out of mind.” mally found in sewers. 

Vic Lechtenberg said this . . . and he said more. Be sure to select Dickey Coupling Pipe. It takes the 
“Taxpayers certainly don’t want to pay for doing the gamble out of sewer construction. 
job all over again in 10 to 15 years because the pipe 
failed. As far as I'm concerned, there’s only one way 
to avoid this. <= ICKE 4 sanitary glazed clay pipe 

Build sewers with the kind of pipe you people make W. S. DICKEY CLAY MFG. CO. 

...¢lay. And that new urethane Coupling you've BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA © FT, DODGE, IOWA « KANSAS CITY, 
come out with is the finest factory-made joint I've MISSOURI « MERIDIAN, MISSISSIPPI « ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
ever worked with.” SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS « TEXARKANA, TEXAS-ARKANSAS 

If it’s made of clay it’s good... if it's made by Dickey it’s better 
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1 REMOTE CHANNEL INDICATOR 39 a) C4 KOR IS : 8 
2 ENGINE AIR INLET TEMPERATURE GAGE 3 i i | 
3 ACCELEROMETER pn... Peet ae 
4 FIRE WARNING LIGHT (2) 29 ae Sy " vs BL* Y  25A OIL QUANTITY INDICATOR 
5 STANDBY COMPASS * MS —«26-~—s« HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PRESSURE GAGE 
6 ENGINE AIR INLET TEMPERATURE WARNING LIGHT a 27 FACE PLATE HEAT RHEOSTAT 
7 TURN-AND-SLIP INDICATOR 28 CANOPY JETTISON HANDLE 
8 AIRSPEED AND MACH NUMBER INDICATOR 29 ARMAMENT CONTROL PANEL 
9 ALTIMETER 30 RUDDER PEDAL ADJUSTMENT HANDLE 

10 BEARING DISTANCE HEADING INDICATOR 10-526 BODHI 31 RADAR SCOPE AND CONTROL PANEL 
11 COURSE INDICATOR (1D-249) 32 CLOCK 
12 ATTITUDE INDICATOR 33 WING FLAP POSITION INDICATORS : 
13 VERTICAL VELOCITY INDICATOR 34 GUNSIGHT CONTROL SWITCH | 
14 TACHOMETER 35 LANDING GEAR POSITION INDICATOR LIGHTS 
15 EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE GAGE 36 DRAG CHUTE HANDLE 
16 EXHAUST NOZZLE POSITION INDICATOR 37 STABILIZER AND AILERON TAKEOFF TRIM 
17 AUTOMATIC PITCH CONTROL INDICATOR INDICATOR LIGHTS 
18 FUEL FLOW INDICATOR 22 INTERNAL FUEL QUANTITY INDICATOR 38 MANUAL LANDING GEAR RELEASE HANDLE ! 19 OIL PRESSURE GAGE 23. EXTERNAL FUEL QUANTITY INDICATOR 39 MASTER CAUTION LIGHT AND RESET BAR 
20 RAM AIR TURBINE EXTENSION HANDLE 24 EXTERNAL FUEL QUANTITY SELECTOR SWITCH 40 ARRESTING HOOK RELEASE BUTTON AND | 
21 EMERGENCY NOZZLE CLOSURE HANDLE 25 CABIN ALTIMETER ARRESTING HOOK DOWN WARNING LIGHT 

So you want to be a pilot? 
It’s not as hard as it looks. It’s harder. 
The days of flying by the seat of your pants are gone forever. eT 

Now you have to know an awful lot about things like aerodynam- | Box A. Dept ECMOlO re | 
ics, electronics, and celestial navigation. ; | Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148 I 

Does that mean that flying in the Air Force has become | | 
“automated”? It does not. | Name | 

Any pilot will tell you that flying is still a great adventure. The! (please print) | 

split second when a man leaves the runway solo for the first time College______Class_______ | 
is still one of the most exciting moments of his life. | Adarese 

If you'd like to earn your wings, one of the best ways is through | TS | 
Air Force ROTC. For details, contact the Professor of Aerospace | City. State ZIP. | 
Studies, an Air Force representative, or mail the coupon. Preenare perp cn pte ne rp cee ccna pal 
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==: _ October’s “Miss Engineer” is pretty, petite 
oe r—OOOO—OSSe . . . 
Ne Le pos ‘ : Miss Gail Behrens of Alpha Gamma Delta 
Po ee | ee ; 5 ‘ ¢ 
Ce, aor << a : sorority. She is nineteen, a demure 5/4”, and 
Be ee ne ‘ 3 . 

= fo SS —privately speaking—we would like to say 

- a hl G ila that her statistics are great. (Though due to 
ieee — ‘ > voep 

Sc eee ‘ ‘ censorship we can’t repeat.) Gail’s unusual 

ee ee | major, Latin, has earned her a trip to Rome 

ie _ eo (as in Italy) this spring semester, where she 
se _ : = P ehe ‘oe = > rr— ae hopes to learn more about lots of things. Dur- 

-— s ee ing the camera session, we thought she might 
6. Se 5 ‘ x i 
oa, ay . : pose in some engineering surroundings, but 

ee Oo Fe me] : > . . 
Reta ei Lie, a she just couldn’t get too fond of that earth- 

ae -. , ol ‘ % Bead 
’ ‘ on tet ~ sy mover. But, in her case that’s forgivable, and 

, - : Oe we're sure you engineers will like her even 

x a tude: : ae - : if she can’t run that machine. 

Sere Py ae 2 . ~ (pictures by Gail R. Mulhollam) 
ee : le 

ee 
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7 Imagine hearing from the Man on the Moon! 

S You will. And the first American voice that speaks to earth 
3 from moon will arrive by the help of a Motorola transceiver. 

8 Each of the 8 major phases of the historic Apollo space mission 
& which will carry the first American astronauts to the surface of 
* the moon—from pre-launch checkout... through moon landing 
Zz and exploration .. . to earth return—will receive the critically 
5 important support of Motorola electronics equipment. 

3 But back to moon talk. Enroute to the moon—a Motorola Up 
3 Data Link on board the Command Service Module will receive 
* mission data from earth. When the Apollo astronaut speaks to 
5 earth from the moon, a Motorola transceiver will help send his 

8 voice to us. A small Motorola-designed backpack antenna as- 
= sociated with the communication system will relay his words to 
= LM (the Lunar Module that lands the astronauts on the moon), 
2 where the transceiver assists in relaying them on to earth. 

A Motorola transponder will also help provide television, voice, 
and digital communications... across 238,857 miles. 

Actually—ever since the first Mercury space flight in 1961, 
sophisticated Motorola electronics have played a vital role in 
controlling, signaling, tracking, and communicating in Amer- 
ica’s manned space programs. Motorola equipment has been 
on every single U.S. manned spacecraft mission. Reliably. 
Official mission reports confirm that a Motorola unit has never 
malfunctioned or failed to operate on any of these flights. 

So when the conversation gets around to ‘‘moon talks’’ and 
“moon walks,’’ count Motorola in. And, by the way, you'll find 
Motorola's name on plenty of down-to-earth products, too! 

TRUST THIS EMBLEM (AA) WHEREVER YOU FIND IT 
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It develops faster. At Du Pont you can develop all of your 
What's “differinduality”? talents fully and perhaps discover new ones. 

Our way of expressing the individual traits Like “differinduality.” 

that make you different from every other Learn more about Du Pont. Send this coupon 
technical man...that's what it is. It -- for a subscription to the Du Pont magazine. repens rt name ene ner mm ai 

may be the way you tackle prob- E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) 

lems, a special knack you have for ! 3657 Nemours Building \ 

lab work, or an ability of yours to | Wilmington, Delaware 19898 | 
‘ ! Please send me the Du Pont magazine. ' 

make the complex simple. ! ! 
I 

AS @ graduating technical man*, {| ““=<—-——— 1 

you should look into the opportu- {| — *#s___ior________besreeexpecteg _____ 
nities that a career at DuPont offers { — coleee___— 

eff ‘ ! 1 
you to develop your individual gifts. | my address ! 

! 

You work with top men in your | ciy___ state zip Code 

chosen field, men who know what Bn 

it’s like to be young and eager for increasing *This year, our recruiters will be at your 
responsibility. There's opportunity to growina — school looking mainly for: Ch.E.,M.E., I.E., 

growing company. You get experience quickly E.E., C.E., chemistry, physics, and mathe- 

by working on many different problems, many matics graduates. DuPont is an equal oppor- 

different projects. Your scope increases. tunity employer. 

Better Things for Better Living oe through Chemistry 
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ad ee WHY? Because applying your knowledge and 

_ 7 meme | stretching your imagination are the hardest—but | 
: i Oe isfyine —kinds of work th : errr — most satisfying —kinds of work there are. 

oo ee : And we have a whole grab-bag of problems that | 
o — A = will challenge your abilities and stimulate your pro- 

—. Be ee fessional growth. 

7 as) a NS j AK So ...For example, we designed and built an auto- 
Khe eal Se ) . if a mated drilling vessel that allows us to drill for oil and 
3 ett Lon O iA <— gas in water up to 4,000 feet deep. 

o— NK y a) — - ... Our research has given us a new synthetic clas- 
SS . tomer—with the resiliency of rubber and the manu- 

> Bh _ eee facturing versatility of plastic-which does not require | 

he \ANS vulcanization. | 
oa [s _ ome S ... We’ve developed a new hydrocracking process 
— Miss ese Fe . é *. 4+ 
a> fae . eS or vastly increasing the gasoline yield from a barre ayy : Po} f | he gasoline yield f barrel 

rr : - of crude oil. | 

 . \ oe a Ne We've solved these problems. | 
| [A But we’ve got many others, 

_ a” Would you like to consider helping us solve them? 
be a es  —e If so, talk with the Shell representative who will be 
- co. — — 7. ‘ - on your campus soon. Or send a résumé to Manager, 
- 2 ren wa a Recruitment Division, The Shell Companies, Depart- 
_ fe ens we J ee ’ a , ae ment F, 50 West 50th Street, New York, N.Y. 10020. 

ag ret Mord Ys a : CL ae THE SHELL COMPANIES © Shell Oil Company 
E ee Shell Chemical Company ¢ Shell Development Com- 

. ef $000 

Tee cxsan se sama meme Ree aT eS eee : pany ¢ Shell Pipe Line Corporation 
Prt ed isle pent ee eee : 

Fer Ppl) bee eee 2008, An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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| M P R Oo V E M E N T . neer’s engineer, can you see the sometimes myth- 

5 ical “technical ladder”? If you are management 

1954: Gross Sales = $259,133,000 oriented, is there room for you? 
1964: Gross Sales = $665,773,000 If you are a professional person with a minimum 
1974: Gross Sales = ? of a BS degree in Electronics, Mechanics, Chemical 

We don’t know the answer, but it will involve more Engineering, Chemistry and research, development 
IMPROVEMENT. t or manufacturing engineering background, write to 

NCR always has been guided by the improvement ne if we can meet your ae h 
concept: methods, quality, materials, people. That's y the way; we are interested in what you have 
why we hold professional seminars, provide ad- gone, But Me ate’ more Interested in what you want 
vanced education, evaluate a man at regular inter- oe You will have to, to stay up 
vals. We know that people must be ready for the  “! g TALLIES 10: 
next step up. T. F. WADE 

We know also that an employee's expectations EXECUTIVE AND PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT 

from his work must be known and met. THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY 

What about you? Do you see a climate for self- | MAIN & K STREETS, DAYTON, OHIO 45409 
improvement in your present job? If you are an engi- An Equal Opportunity Employer 

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY ® DAYTON, OHIO 45409 
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mays 
Glin 

PRODUCT LOCATIONS HAVING MAJOR PRODUCTS DISCIPLINE TYPE OF WORK 
GROUP CURRENT OPENINGS PRODUCED REQUIREMENTS PERFORMED 

Chlor-Alkali Products 
Ammonia 

Augusta, Ga. Phosphates Process Development 
Brandenburg, Ky. Urea Design, Maintenance, 
Joliet, Ill. Nitrogen ChE Planning, Scheduling, 
Metntoshy Alas Acids ME Production, Sales, 
altville, Va. Hydrazine Accounting, 

he Niagara Falls, N.Y. Petrochemicals E erfistt Marketing, 
“A rculcar | Charleston, Tenn. Insecticides Reesuctin Financial Analysis, 
718 2 Pasadena, Texas Pesticides Business Aim, | Distribution 

Little Rock, Ark. Polyurethane Transportation Project Engineering 
New Haven, Conn. Carbon Dioxide Pi (Plant Startup & 
Lake Charles, La. Animal Health Construction) 
Rochester, N.Y. Products Research Engineering 

Automotive Chemicals 
Other derivatives 

Ch t Roll Bond IE 
attanooga, Tenn. Wire & Cable : 

METALS Gulfport, Miss. Aluminum Extrusions | ME Accounting ‘ 5 2 : Metallurgy Production 
—Aluminum Hannibal, Ohio Aluminum Sheet, 7 A Fi 

; Met. Engineering} Technical Sales 
—Brass East Alton, Ill. Plate, Coils Accounting Maintenance 

New Haven, Conn. Sheet & Strip—Brass Business Adm 
Brass Fabricated Parts . 

Process Engineering 
Fine Printing Papers ChE Plant Engineering 
Specialty Paper Chem. (Pulp Research & 

PACKAGING ‘ Products & Paper) Development 
Pisgah Forest, N.C. | Cigarette Paper & IE p Statistician 

~Eeusta Covington, Indiana Filters ME Systems Engineering 
—Film West Monroe, La. Cellophane Mathematics Production 
~Forest Prod. Kraft Paper Chemistr Management 

Kraftboard Cartons Business Aalit, General IE | 

Corrugated Containers * | Management | 

Systems 

7 Manufacturing 
oor Production 

New York, N.Y. h ical IE Purchasing 
E. R. SQUIBB Brooklyn, N.Y. Pharmaceuticals Maintenance & 
&SONS, INC. | NewBrunswick, N.J,{ Proprietary Drugs see Construction 

ME Financial Controls 
. Personnel 

Packaging Eng. Marketing 

; IE Production Control 
porting Arms ME Purchasing. 

East Alton, Ill Powder Actuated tools | Mathematics | an tae ee 
WINCHESTER- | New Haven, Conn. Smokeless Ball Accoutit Sales 
WESTERN Marion, Ill. Powders ; g ; i i : Business Adm. | Financial Analysis 

oe Propellants Marketing Personnel 
afety Flares Personnel Mgt. | Marketing 

If find this chart interesti you fn. this chart interesting, 

oxen | we re interested. 
For additional information about Olin, b 

please contact your Placement Office or write Mr. Monte H. Jacoby, College Relations Officer, 
Olin, 460 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. Olin is a Plan for Progress company and an equal opportunity employer (M & F). 
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International Harvester will be 

= i 2 
a in farm equipment 

This snorkel-equipped fire-fighter is only one of hundreds of different trucks made by International, world’s 

largest producer of heavy-duty trucks. We’re also a leader in construction equipment. Our farm equipment busi- 

ness is at an all-time high. We're an important steelmaker, too. We even make marine engines. And we’re rapidly 

expanding our aerospace side. 

When you choose a career with International Harvester, you choose a career in POWER. Providing mechanical 

power for everything from high-speed tractors to helicopters is our business. A two-billion-dollar-a-year busi- 

ness. Because we make so many different mechanical power products, we need a variety of engineering talent. 

Especially mechanical, industrial, agricultural, metallurgical, general and civil engineers. We offer you an ideal 

combination of opportunity, responsibility and individual treatment. There's plenty of room for you to grow at IH. 
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International Harvester puts power in your hands 
[| 

Interested? Contact your Placement Officer to see an IH representative when 
he visits your campus. Or write directly to Supervisor of College Relations, i 

International Harvester, 401 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. i | 

[AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER td © 
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Robert A. Himmelmann of 422 N. Catherine Avenue, La Grange Park, has ue ( . 

been elected a vice president of The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company. ee 

Himmelmann became associated with Peoples Gas in 1949 as a service engi- a Lf 
neer in the Industrial Sales Department. In 1960 he was named assistant man- te 
ager of the department, and in February of this year he was elected assistant ai 
vice president. / 

a 

Dr. John W. Andersen of Northfield, Minnesota will Company at Dayton, Ohio and St. Louis, Missouri, in 
become director of research at Wheeling Steel Corpo- capacities ranging from research chemical engineer 

ration. He will take over his new assignment on through technologist. While at Mansanto, he was en- 
June Ist. . o. : . gaged in process research and development from labo- 

Just prior to joining Wheeling Steel, Andersen was ratory to full scale plant design and construction. 
director of research and development for HITCO of d the holder of several patents for chemical procésses 
Gardena, California, manufacturer of ablative mate. MO “16 NOlCer OF severe Patent a pr ~~ 
rials, composites and fibers. Before that, he was vice He is the author of a number of technical Da 
president and director of engineering for G. T. Schjel- Pets and the holder of several patents for chemical 

dahl Company of Northfield, Minnesota, manufacturer —PTOCESSES. 
of aerospace hardware, laminate materials, and packag- During World War II, he served with the United 

ing materials. States Navy as an engineering officer on a heavy 

From 1949 to 1962, Andersen was with Monsanto cruiser. 

P. Dan Gilbert has joined The Trane Company’s St. Paul—Minneapolis, 3 
Minn., sales office as a sales engineer, Bob Owens, manager of that office, has ae 

announced. ’ 

Trane is a manufacturer of air conditioning, heating, ventilating and heat ye a 
transfer equipment for commercial, residential and industrial applications. Ca (7) 

Gilbert is a 1965 graduate of the University of Wisconsin with a bachelor of 7 . 
science degree in civil engineering. Prior to receiving his field assignment, he _. 
completed the Trane specialized graduate engineer training program. The pro- 

gram consists of instruction on Trane products and their specialized heat trans- i 
fer theory and practice. A i 

: Karl T. Hartwig has been elected vice president of planning, engineering and 
fm, ™), development of Commonwealth Oil Refining Company, Inc. 

ir. , 7” Mr. Hartwig joined Corco in 1962. He was executive assistant to the presi- 
YR dent, and for the past several years has been responsible for supervising both 
ba the planning and design of Corco-owned and joint-venture petrochemical plants. 

ey Frior to his association with Corco, he was menager of project engineering for 
’ Universal Oil Products Company joining that firm in 1939. Mr. Hartwig holds 

es a B.S. degree in chemical engineering from the University of Wisconsin, 
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* WISCONSIN’S OAO by Abby Trueblood 

April 1966 saw the University of Wisconsin looking anxiously 
towards Florida’s Cape Kennedy for the launch of the first 
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAQ), which con- 
tained a Wisconsin instrument package. The subsequent fail- 
ure of the satellite did not end the University’s participation 
in the NASA program, and plans remain to carry out the 
full OAO program. 

The University of Wisconsin’s participation in the federally 
supported NASA program is indicative of the increasing 
number of colleges and universities across the nation taking 
part in similar space oriented programs. 

The following article is about this first Orbiting Astro- 
nomical Observatory, and explains why scientists hope that 
there will be a more successful launch of this kind of 
satellite soon. 

* SPACE NUCLEAR PROPULSION by Jay Bradford 

¥ VTOL AIRCRAFT by Douglas Paneitz 

J WISCONSIN’s ALBUM—FOOTBALL IN 1896 

> WISCONSIN’S FINEST=THE LATEST IN 

GO-GO WITH UMMMMMM .. . YEAH! 

tr FROM THE DEAN’S DESK™PROFESSOR 

LEIDEL SPEAKS TO FRESHMEN 

AND LoTs more! 
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"66 
“Did you get that fellow’s license _ preparing to retire for the evening, “Oh that,” the old timer grunted. 

number?” he noticed that the berth beneath “That was only the undertaker. The 
“No, he was going too fast.” his was occupied by a young lady darn fool starved to death.” 
“That girl with him was some who was trying vainly to attract 

chicken.” his attention. The man, somewhat see 
“Yeh, I'll say she was!” annoyed, ignored her, got into his The man was applying for re- 

aa 8 own berth, and was just about lief, and the girl at the desk was 

First Engineer: “Going around asleep when a voice was heard filling out the questionnaire. 
with women a lot keeps you from below, “I’m so cold. Can I “Do you owe any back house 
young.” borrow an extra blanket or some- rent?” she inquired. 

Second Engineer: “How come?” thing to keep warm.” The man | “Ma’m,” he replied with dignity, 
First Engineer: “I started going thought a minute and then re- we've got modern plumbing!” 

around with women when I was a sponded, “Why don’t we pretend eo 8 
freshman two years ago, and I’m we are married tonight?” With a Chief Engineer: Your reports 

still a freshman. es i slight giggle she replied, That should be written in such a manner 
. : sounds like fun.” “Good,” the man that even the most ignorant may 

A fool and his money are invited aoinped, Go get your own damn wuderstand then, 

O places. nee blanket! coe Assistant Chief: Well, sir, what 

“How did your brother die?” Moe and Joe were fishing in bart 35 2 yor Howrt understand, 
“He fell through some scaffold- Florida waters for the first time. eRe 

ing.” Suddenly Joe felt a jerk on his line. An old maid is a gal who knows 
“What was he doing up there?” “Moe,” he said, “I got me a had- all the answers but is never asked 
“Being hanged.” dock!” the question. 

£8 “Vel,” said Moe, “vy don’t you ow 
Tim: “What was the cause of take an aspirin?” A man finally bought a parrot 

the collision at the corner today? eo 8 : a ene Sass 
; : . . at an auction after some spirited 

Jim: “Two motorists after the The old-timer, looking bent, | iqding “Ts 4 thé bird talk” 
be 5 : g. suppose the bird talks, 

same pedestrian.” 5 weary and dejected, hobbled pain- 4 said to the auctioncer. 

. fully up ito the bar. » “Talk?” was the reply. “He's 
A mule and a midget car met ‘What’s the trouble?” asked a jen bidding against for the 

: “ > g against you for the 
one day on the highway and stood _ bystander. “You look bad. ne .” 

. A orgs, * past half hour. 
for some time looking at each It’s yoorz,” moaned the old- 
other. timer. “I’ve got a bad case of ees 

Finally the mule said, “’'m a yoorz.” A gravedigger, absorbed in his 
horse. May I ask what you are?” “What’s yoorz?” asked the by- thoughts, dug a grave so deep he 

“I am an automobile,” said the _ stander. couldn't get out. Came nightfall 
midget car. “A double Scotch, thanks.” and the evening chill, and his pre- 
Whereupon both laughed Boks 1 dicament became more and more 

heartily. A tourist seeking an ideal south- uncomfortable. 

oe 8 em town stopped in Jackson and He shouted for help and at last 

Doctor: “Why do you have — asked an old timer if the place was attracted the attention of a drunk. 

BF9287 tattooed on your back?” healthy. “Get me out of here,” he shouted. 

Patient: “That's not tattooed. “Healthy?” the old man roared. “Tm cold.” 

That's where my wife ran into me “Why this is the gol’ darn health- The drunk looked into the grave 

O when I was opening the garage iest place you ever did see. Shucks, and finally distinguished the form 

doors.” nobody ever dies in these parts.” of the uncomfortable gravedigger. 
ee 8 “That’s strange,” remarked the “No wonder youre cold,” he 

A certain man was traveling tourist. “On my way into town I said. “You haven't any dirt on 

overnight on a train. As he was passed a funeral procession.” you.” 
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The new doctor was the only one { | 

available in the mining town when aw j pt | 
Engineer Kelly’s wife was taken ( 2 ef | 
ill. Called to the Kelly home, he f sah | FBT nr” | 
went upstairs to the sick room but i ea — ee 2 ‘ey N pho i _ 
came down in a few minutes to ape Ue o FA 4 bs a r bE 
inquire, “Have you a corkscrew 4 hes ri aes 4. yo = 4 i bam? | 

handy?” Given the tool, he dis- oy CM i ER i Se —* 
appeared up the stairs for the sec- ~ PN eae ER Q hae | uppeared up ( - ~ RARE eS BO a a, ond time. ‘ ete Dia Al] . A RR Le ee | 

Several minutes later the doctor il — Ke A | 
was back. “Got a screw driver?” A 7 ny 
he asked the anxious Kelly. Instru- y Ve ! oes 
ment in hand, he went upstairs (a) 
again. . i) 
Almost immediately he was " 

downstairs again. “A chisel and 
mallet, quickly,” he demanded. 
The distraught engineer could 
stand it no longer. “For the love of 
Heaven, doctor,” he begged, G3 
“what’s the matter with my wife?” At 

“Don’t know yet,” was the reply. N77 
“Can't get my medicine bag open.” 

2 9 ® 

He lived on the border between 

Russia and Poland and he worried “You dropped the WHAT?” 
about it for years. “Pm a man 
without a country,” he said. “I 
don’t know where I live.” So even- 

tually, he got a state surveyor to The Pole hurled his hat in the A clergyman at a dinner had lis- 
swing around his way and make a air with a cheer “Thank God!” he _ tened to a talkative young man 
careful survey. “You live,” decided cried. “No more of those terrible | who had much to say on Darwin 
the surveyor, “in Poland.” Russian winters!” and his “Origin of the Species.” 

“I can't see,” he argued, “what 
difference it would make to me if 
my grandfather was an ape.” 

Tay RO on “iy a “No,” commented the clergyman, 
Zag ‘wes BOS ease? “I can’t see that it would. But it 

. na oe wy uw) ou) oh ae must have made a great difference | 

YMA wo we to your grandmother.” 

DCS apt Wigs” see . 
(v QM re 4) Before elections, some political 
IS + f . Pe. j speakers sound a_ little hoarse. | 

Aa (Ny i, NW A i Others sound like part of a horse. | 
{ iss \ ( PN f = J oo 8 

\e A Te A MI | Z I WV 9 ON Then there is the ; ho is : a } 2, \ YY ‘) nurse who is 
} ; . Yi A / Ai XN Ay so conceited that when she takes 

Ret AON MTN 8 a her patient’s pulse, she subtracts : xc \ Wr UX ail AA patient’s pulse, she subtracts 
We OS LIN tol 2 ARS FIA S ( tw ten beats for her personality. 
Ly , WRG NAL La Ls eae 

tll og IS ae | | NS A\a; 4 it AN. Having taken a few too many 
CY as : = pes 0 Yea sare drinks at a hotel dance, a pretty 

cyte PRUE ES WP i Ril po om young thing ran out of doors, 
Ay it 7 7 ~™ | i A l fe eS ‘ , fainted, and fell over a trash bar- 

© pe wo / x Fh ‘ a { i q rel. A shovel runner saw _ her, 
Te Rae NG: Se ae ee OF picked her up and carried her to 

PAS ~@) ath = I, — Cn She hy his room. The next morning he 
GF Mi RO C7 ok JO = : Mt J wired his partner out of the state: 

SERRE OR NT ae wy ; baw peal dy “CLOSE OFFICE, SELL EVERY- 
a wot SY Sah Wa okt ° mS THING. COME TO TEXAS. 
aor ‘ aud an : ‘ Nie i] THEY THROW AWAY BETTER 

“ STUFF HERE THAN YOU CAN 
“Luke ain't been much help since he found that” BUY IN OTHER STATES.” 
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How dull if everybody 
. . . who joined us had the same aims 

I 
. 

| color, and interests! 

The guy who wrote what you are reading joined the com- haps more significant to the 7 ee a S 3 
pany as an optical physicist. Now he’s an advertising man. person choosing an affiliation - 2 : Ce if 
His assistant, an English and French major from Catawba __ for. the long haul, we have | 7 
College in Salisbury, N.C., who first joined our French room and need foreveryshade | - fe , 
affiliate, Kodak-Pathé, in Paris, has just written a manual of personal bent. In most peo- Cin Ay : 
in English that introduces beginners to a system of sepa- ple personal bent is still to be 2 [ a. See , _ 
rations chemistry for which we market equipment and discovered at the time of i Ass Fm \ 
supplies. Her husband works in our Photographic Tech- college graduation. on om ‘ 
nology Division engineering color motion-picture proc- One makeup is tuned for S26 ‘ieee 
essing systems. (Four other departments tried to lure him avid pursuit of better under- pt 
away, but he decided he preferred the exciting new de- standing of the physical world, fs tome 
velopment work in his area.) The chairman of our board whatever the purpose. He can The general public ‘knows sus for also came originally as a physicist, the president as a enjoy himself here. Another ie iat wate Neuen eee Welike 
mathematician, one of our two executive vice presidents will enjoy himself here far sales comes from elsewhere. 
as a chemical engineer, the other as a Ph.D. chemist. On more in tough competition to create demand for the ulti- 
the other hand, our vice president of marketing majored mate fruits of the first fellow’s studies. One technical tal- 
in economics at the local university. ent finishes what the other technical talent starts. To man 

The point: out of self-interest, pure and frank, we the long line between them, we have urgent need for just 
have: to help every college graduate who joins us find about every other honest technical talent, male or female, 
where he is happiest and can therefore earn raises fastest. #II_ creeds, all colors. That's how broad we are. 
What makes this a little easier here for both parties is Chat with our representative on campus or drop a note 
our tremendous scope. about yourself to Director,* Business and Technical Per- 

Having long been part of many, many more industries SONNE! Department, EastMAN Kovak Company, Roch- 
than the one with which the general public identifies us, ester, N.Y. 14650. 

< ¢ . - . “The engineer who previously occupied that position has been we operate in technologies that range from optics to promoted to associate director of the Photo Technology Division. cattle nutrition, from knitting to laser-cavity design, Per- One of his former assistants then moved up to the job. 

An equal-opportunity employer with major plants in Rochester, N.Y., : 
Kingsport, Tenn., Longview, Tex., and Columbia, S.C. 
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... new concepts and products 

... new facilities and processes 

... new applications and markets 

... in your technical career with General Electric 

Progress /s Our Most Important Product 
Contact your Placement Officer or write: G E N E R A L E LE CT R I c 

D. E. Irwin, General Electric Company, 

Section 699-18, Schenectady, N, Y. 12305. 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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